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MISSION
The FGDB is an institution operating in Romania whose mission is to guarantee 
the deposits of the population and legal persons, particularly small and medium-
sized  enterprises, with its member credit institutions. The FGDB can intervene in the              
application of stabilisation measures to resolve issues that threaten financial stability 

when the National Bank of Romania so decides.

VALUES
The FGDB’s activity relies on a set of values, cherished and promoted by all its 

employees:

Safety

The FGDB secures the safety of natural and legal persons’ deposits with credit      
institutions in Romania, all while contributing to an increase in savings.

Integrity

The FGDB is an apolitical and independent institution. Its employees are individ-
uals of integrity, showing a keen sense of responsibility in managing resources in 

line with legal provisions.

Good Governance

The FGDB’s conduct complies with the good governance principles adopted by the 
G20 Financial Stability Board, the International Association of Deposit Insurers (IADI) 

and the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision.
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1. FGDB PROFILE AND 
GOVERNANCE

FGDB PROFILE AND SIGNIFICANT DATA FOR 2012
The Bank Deposit Guarantee Fund 

(FGDB) is one of the national pillars of               
financial stability whose utmost goal is to    
protect guaranteed depositors in any situation 
that might jeopardise the safety of their de-
posits with FGDB-member credit institutions1.

If a credit institution runs into difficul-
ties, the FGDB steps in and either compen-
sates depositors – when their deposits with 
the respective credit institution have become        
unavailable – or secures depositors’ continu-
ous access to their deposits by financing the 
transfer of guaranteed deposits to a healthy 
bank or by applying the stabilisation measures 
disposed by the National Bank of Romania.

The aim of stabilisation measures is to man-
age the threats to financial stability generated by 
credit institutions’ deteriorated financial situation. 
There are three categories of stabilisation meas-
ures which apply to credit institutions in difficulty: 

• total or partial transfer of a credit 
institution’s assets and liabilities to one 
or several eligible institutions;

• designation of the FGDB as delegated 
administrator of a credit institution in 
difficulty and, as the case might be, as 
shareholder after subscribing for newly 
issued shares following a rise in the 
respective institution’s share capital;

• transfer of a credit institution’s assets 
and liabilities to a bridge bank created 
for this particular purpose.

Depositors will be protected no mat-
ter the stabilisation measures that might ap-
ply at a given time. A mechanism oper-
ates in Romania, under legal provisions in 
force, which allows all banking activities re-
lated to deposits at credit institutions to run                               
uninterruptedly and in normal conditions. 1A list of FGDB-member 

credit institutions is given in 
Annex 1.
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Primarily, these activities put conditions 
in place for the application of possible stabi-
lisation measures – which were introduced in 
legislation early in 2012 – and consolidated the 
FGDB’s financing capacity.

As to the latter aspect, by the end of 
2012, the two FGDB-administered funds, 
namely the bank deposit guarantee fund 
and the bank resolution fund, had reached            
levels significantly higher than the previous 
year,  going up by 28 percent and, respectively, 

113 percent.

The bank deposit guarantee fund 
amounted to some 2.9 billion lei on December 
31, 2012, accounting for 1.9 percent of the 
value of FGDB-guaranteed deposits, going up 
by 0.3 percentage points from the same date 
of the previous year. By comparison with bank 
deposit guarantee schemes in other European 
Union member states, the FGDB boasts one 
of the highest exposure coverage ratios. 

Resources went into the bank resolu-
tion fund in line with an accumulation plan 
worked out by the National Bank of Romania 
in cooperation with the Romanian Banking 
Association which put the 2012 target at 50 
million lei. On December 31, 2012, the bank 

resolution fund stood at roughly 107 million lei.

On December 31, 2012, the FGDB was 
guaranteeing the deposits of 14,528,322              
natural persons and 919,915 legal persons3, 
mostly small and medium-sized enterprises, the 
guarantee ceiling for deposits with member cred-
it institutions amounting to 100,000 euros, which 
is the uniform level for all EU states. 

At the end of 2012, FGDB-guaranteed 
deposits summed up 148.9 billion lei, of 
which 123.3 billion lei represented the value of    
maximum potential compensations4 in case 
deposits became unavailable. 

Natural persons’ deposits are covered al-
most in full in point of both scope5 and amount 

Besides its aforesaid roles, the FGDB can 
also act as special administrator, interim ad-
ministrator or liquidator of credit institutions, 
as delegated administrator, or, as the case 
may be, as shareholder of a credit institution 
going through stabilisation measures decided 
by the National Bank of Romania. Last but not 
least, the FGDB can be the sole shareholder 
of a bridge bank and exercise the tasks of its    
supervisory board. 

Due to its wider range of activities as 
compared to similar entities, the FGDB falls 
into the category of bank deposit guaran-
tee schemes with a more comprehensive         
mandate, as it safeguards bank deposits and 
it is also a co-participant in the resolution of     
problem credit institutions.

By virtue of its significant role in ensuring 
financial stability, the FGDB is a member of the 
National Committee for Financial Stability2.

2 The National Committee 
for Financial Stability also 
includes the Ministry of 
Public Finance, the National 
Bank of Romania and 
the Financial Supervisory 
Authority (ASF).

The ASF was created under 
Government Emergency 
Ordinance no. 93/2012 
following the reorganisation 
of the National Securities 
Commission, the Insurance 
Supervisory Commission 
and the Private Pension 
System Supervisory 
Commission, whose duties it 
has assumed. 

At present, the ASF’s 
structure includes the 
financial instruments and 
investments sector and the 
insurance-reinsurance and 
private pension sectors. 
By exercising its legal 
duties and prerogatives, 
the ASF contributes to 
the consolidation of an 
integrated framework for the 
operation and supervision 
of markets and of market 
participants and operations.

 3 The total number of 
depositors is determined by 
adding up the consolidated 
data reported by each credit 
institution, so that a person 
who has deposits with 
several credit institutions is 
recorded several times.

4 The amount the FGDB 
covers is the equivalent of 
the maximum total value of 
potential compensations and 
represents the maximum 
amount in lei the FGDB 
should pay to guaranteed 
depositors in case deposits 
– no matter their number or 
the denomination in which 
they are held – become 
unavailable.

5 There are a few instances 
when natural persons are 
excluded from the list of 
guaranteed depositors and 
they particularly refer to the 
respective credit institution’s 
administrators, managers, 
supervisory board members, 
auditors and significant 
shareholders, depositors 
with a similar status in 
other companies in the 
same group as the credit 
institution, as well as family 
members (spouses, first 
degree relatives and in-laws) 
and third parties acting 
on behalf of previously 
mentioned depositors.
6 In the case of depositors 
with debts to a credit 
institution, the credit 
institution’s outstanding 
claims over the respective 
depositors are deducted.

PROTECTION OF DEPOSITORS

FINANCIAL STABILITY

Deposit guarantee –
compensation payouts                                                           

Stabilisation measures –-financing,
delegated administration, shareholder,

supervisory board

Special administration, 
interim administration, liquidation                                                                                             

Financing the transfer
 of guaranteed deposits

The FGDB’s Mandate and Duties

•To safeguard the stability of the financial system
•To cooperate and promote a steady and efficient 
exchange of information
•To appraise, prevent and, where appropriate, manage 
financial crises at individual financial institutions level, 
financial groups level or financial market as a whole 

 

   
   

The Bank 
Deposit 

Guarantee
      Fund                   

The Financial 
Supervisory 

Authority

The Ministry of Public FinanceThe National Bank of Romania                 

The Composition and the Main Responsibilities of the National Committee for Financial Stability

GUARANTEED
DEPOSITORS

• Natural persons and 
legal persons 
(mostly small and 
medium-sized 
enterprises)
• Residents and 
non-residents

   
   

   

GUARANTEED DEPOSITS
• Denominated in lei and foreign currency
Time deposits, nominative certificates of
deposit, current accounts, savings 
accounts, card accounts, joint accounts
and similar products
Interest included

•
   
   
   

MEMBER 
CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

   
•All credit institutions licensed 
by the National Bank of Romania 
(32 in all at end-2012)   
N.B. Branches in Romania of credit institutions 
headquartered in other EU member states
 take part in deposit guarantee schemes in 
their home countries.

The FGDB covers the guaranteed deposits up to the leu equivalent of 
100,000 euros per depositor per credit institution

•

The FGDB’s guarantee ceiling and scope

guaranteed by the FGDB. End-2012 statis-
tic data show that 99.9 percent of the natu-
ral persons with accounts at FGDB-member 
credit institutions held deposits up to the 
guarantee ceiling, with maximum potential 

compensations equalling the value of the       
respective deposits6. 

Throughout 2012, FGDB aimed its activities at strengthening its capacity for a prompt and 
efficient response to events that might call for its intervention.
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bridge bank is created, the FGDB will 
be its sole shareholder and will also 
exercise the duties of its supervisory 
board. Another goal is the optimal 
management of crisis situations so 
that the smooth run of all activities 
should be in no way affected.

• Special administration, interim 
administration and liquidation of credit 
institutions – The FGDB can be the 
special or interim administrator of 
problem credit institutions and it can 
also act as liquidator of bankrupt 
banks (a capacity it exerted twice so 
far). Moreover, the FGDB is the sole 
liquidator of credit institutions facing 
situations other than bankruptcy.

• Management of resources – The FGDB 
currently manages two funds, namely 
the bank deposit guarantee fund, 
which pays out compensations and 
finances the transfer of guaranteed 
deposits, and the bank resolution fund 
which finances banking stabilisation 
measures and compensates persons 
affected by steps taken during 
special administration procedures. 
The investment policy is aimed first 
at ensuring the safety and liquidity 
of investments and secondly at 
investment yields. The main target is 
the continuous consolidation of the 
FGDB’s funding capacity so that it can 
easily cover the costs of its potential 
interventions, be they compensation 
payouts or funding of stabilisation 
measures. 

• Verification of credit institutions – it is 
one of the activities whereby conditions 
are set in place to accurately classify 
depositors and deposits according 

to FGDB coverage criteria, which is 
essential for fair compensation payouts 
and an adequate financing of the bank 
deposit guarantee fund and of the 
bank resolution fund. Furthermore, 
in view is also the prompt, exact and 
complete information of depositors 
with regard to the guarantee scope and 
coverage for their deposits with credit 
institutions. In line with legal provisions, 
the FGDB annually verifies its member 
credit institutions for their deposit 
classifications according to guarantee 
coverage and for the observance of 
legislation on information supplied to 
depositors. 

The promotion of competent staff and 
their optimal distribution in executive and/
or management positions, according to their 
skills and performance, are prerequisites for the      
efficiency of FGDB activities.

FGDB ORGANISATION AND OPERATION

The key principles underlying FGDB’s activities are responsibility, transparency and efficiency.

The FGDB is operationally independent, 
its entire activity focusing on depositor protec-
tion through both deposit guarantee and the 
stabilisation measures in which it is involved.

In 2012, the FGDB further pursued its     
institutional modernisation policy, in line with 
the best practices in this area and with amend-
ed legislation providing for its commitment to 
managing situations with credit institutions in 
difficulty whose resolution called for stabili-
sation measures. One of the strategic actions 
the FGDB took along this line was to draft a 
new organisation structure under which a new 
FGDB department was created especially for 
bank resolution and stabilisation activities 
which were thus separated from liquidation ac-
tivities. This department also includes an office 
responsible for business continuity and partic-
ipation in the National Committee for Financial 
Stability. The FGDB’s new organisation struc-
ture became operational on April 1, 2013.

The FGDB’s core activities focus on:
• Deposit guarantee and compensation 

payments – materialising in the 
protection of depositors at credit 
institutions who, in case their deposits 
become unavailable (for instance, when 
a credit institution goes bankrupt), can 
recover the amounts in their accounts 
fully or partially (up to the guarantee 
ceiling). With a view to increasing 
the efficiency and speed of the 
compensation payout process, the 
FGDB departments take multi-purpose 

action – from securing permanent 
and adequate financial resources and 
administering them in conditions of 
utmost safety to taking every measure 
in the relationships with member credit 
institutions so as to efficiently manage 
data on depositors and maintain an 
optimal operation of the information 
systems that allow data flows between 
the FGDB and credit institutions – 
in particular, the list of outstanding 
compensation payments. 

• Funding of the transfer of guaranteed 
deposits – as an alternative to 
compensation payouts, the FGDB 
resources can be used, by issuing 
guarantees included, to implement 
resolution measures which also imply 
the transfer of guaranteed deposits, 
including purchase and assumption 
(P&A) transactions, provided that 
the respective transfer proves less 
costly than the direct payment of 
compensations.

• Application of bank stabilisation 
measures – focusing on the application 
of measures to resolve situations 
with credit institutions in difficulty 
which might pose a threat to financial 
stability. The FGDB may be involved 
as delegated administrator and, as 
the case might be, as shareholder 
of a credit institution undergoing the 
stabilisation measures decided by the 
National Bank of Romania. In case a 

The FGDB’s head office
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To the FGDB personnel, depositor pro-
tection and financial stability are priorities in 
rigorously fulfilling their professional duties. 
The FGDB’s employees carry on their activi-
ty in line with the highest standards of integri-
ty, professional competence, responsibility and 
correctness.

The FGDB’s employees were selected 
according to strict professional criteria from 
among highly-trained, experienced people; 
35 of the 37 FGDB employees on December 
31, 2012 are higher-education graduates and 
eight of them hold a Ph.D. in economics or 
law.

As the FGDB is a fully expanding institu-
tion thanks to the new international approach to 
bank deposit guarantee schemes, 45 percent of 
its staff is in the 20-to-40-year-old age group, all 
trained in market economy conditions.

In 2012, 35 percent of the FGDB‘s em-
ployees attended professional training courses, 
which increased their competence and efficien-
cy in various operational activities. Each employ-
ee received an average 25.3 days of training in 
2012.

FGDB ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT
All FGDB activities serve depositors’ best interests and aim at maintaining the FGDB as a most solid 
and credible institution. The FGDB focuses steadily on all developments related to credit institutions in 
Romania and, equally, on external circumstances that might negatively impact the local market.

According to good governance princi-
ples and standards, the FGDB’s administration 
and management follow a two-tier model: (i) the 
FGDB Board and (ii) the executive management 
including the CEO of the FGDB, two deputy di-
rectors and a financial director.

The FGDB answers to the Romanian 
authorities represented by the Government 
through the Ministry of Public Finance and 
the Ministry of Justice, to the authority reg-
ulating and supervising credit institutions, 
namely the National Bank of Romania, and to 

the banking community represented by the 
Romanian Banking Association.

The way in which the FGDB is adminis-
tered and managed is subject to internal audit 
and to an annual control by an independent au-
ditor from among top internationally acknowl-
edged firms, both of which give a faithful image 
of all the significant aspects of the FGDB’s true 
financial position.

In this way, depositors benefit from              
increased transparency and trust in the FGDB’s 

financial capacity to meet payment obligations 
in the event deposits with a credit institution be-
come unavailable and to intervene in the imple-
mentation of stabilisation measures.

In 2012, in light of new legal provisions on 
the stabilisation and resolution of credit insti-
tutions, a number of measures were included 
in the agreements with international financial 
institutions which the FGDB must take to im-
plement a new procedural, organisational and 
operational framework providing for the corre-
sponding application of these measures.

The Board played an important part in     
establishing policies for the implementation of 
measures in line with the requirements and rec-
ommendations of the representatives of inter-
national financial institutions. At the same time, 
Board members analysed the extent to which the 
measures incumbent on the FGDB under agree-
ments with international financial institutions 
were carried through.

The decisions made during FGDB Board 
meetings throughout 2012 referred to the ap-
proval/endorsement and/or revision of FGDB 
strategies and policies in such areas as supply 
and management of resources needed to fulfil 
FGDB obligations in guaranteeing deposits and 
paying compensations and, respectively, to fi-
nance stabilisation measures, regulation of var-
ious FGDB activities, management of specific 
risks, fulfilment of credit institution stabilisation 
and resolution measures, internal control and the 
course of liquidation procedures.

At the same time, new internal rules were 
analysed and approved/endorsed and/or ex-
isting rules were amended, a number of doc-
uments put out annually – such as the activ-
ity report, financial statements, the revenue 
and expenditure budget and the collective la-
bour contract – were looked into and propos-
als for credit institutions with a mandate to pay-
out compensations were examined.

Distribution of personnel 
by age groups

40-to-50-year-old

27%

30-to-40-year-old

32%
20-to-30-year-old

13%

                Over-60-year-old

14%

50-to-60-year-old

     14%
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2. ACTIVITY FRAMEWORK 
IN 2012

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK REGULATING THE 
ACTIVITY OF BANK DEPOSIT GUARANTEE SCHEMES
The year 2012 meant broader recognition of the importance of bank deposit guarantee 
schemes as pillars of financial stability.

Along this line, international authorities 
with prerogatives in this sector promoted sev-
eral projects implying the intervention of bank 
deposit guarantee schemes not only as insti-
tutions paying out compensations to guaran-
teed depositors, but also as entities commit-
ted to resolving situations facing problem credit 
institutions.

At the same time, regulation projects 
were carried out within the European Union 
to provide for a healthy and safe financial         
sector, for efficient, shock-resistant markets 
and, last but not least, for adequate protec-
tion of the public.

EU Directive on the Recovery and 
Resolution of Credit Institutions 
and Investment Firms

In June 2012, the European Commission 
published its draft directive on the recovery 
and resolution of credit institutions and invest-
ment firms7, thus finalising the roadmap on fi-
nancial reform initiated in 2009.

The proposals are in line with political op-
tions for the resolution of issues generated by 
market dysfunctions with market-specific re-
sources and tools rather than by further taxation 
and public borrowing.

The proposed framework envisages pre-
paratory and preventative measures, early 

2.1. ACTIVITY FRAMEWORK 
IN 2012

7 The European 
Commission’s initiative 
follows several similar 
steps taken in this area 
internationally over the 
last few years. Noteworthy 
among the latest such 
moves is the publication by 
the Financial Stability Board 
(FSB) at end-January 2013 
of a draft methodology to 
assess the implementation 
of the Key Attributes of 
Effective Resolution Regimes 
for Financial Institutions. 
They refer to systemically 
important financial 
institutions and were issued 
by the FSB in November 
2011 and later endorsed by 
G20 leaders. Furthermore, 
at present, the FSB analyses 
opinions expressed by 
parties concerned on its 
proposed guidance for the 
recovery and resolution 
of systemically important 
financial institutions. The 
EU draft directive complies 
with the key attributes of the 
resolution regimes issued by 
the FSB.
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intervention on the part of supervisory authori-
ties, as well as tools and powers for the resolu-
tion of situations facing institutions in distress.

The draft directive highlights the possi-
bility of bank deposit guarantee schemes to 
act as resolution authorities and/or as fund-
ing sources for the implementation of resolu-
tion measures.

With a view to ensuring covered depos-
itors’ continuous access to their funds, the 
bank deposit guarantee schemes will con-
tribute an amount equivalent to the losses it 
would have had to bear if problem institutions 
had gone through insolvency rather than res-
olution proceedings, with the remaining nec-
essary funds being supplied by the resolution 
fund.

On the other hand, for competent au-
thorities to implement resolution tools, mem-
ber states can consider bank deposit guaran-
tee schemes as funding mechanisms and no 
longer create distinct financing mechanisms. 
In case the bank deposit guarantee scheme 
and the resolution authority are two separate 
entities, clear provisions are needed on trans-
parency and on the responsibility to channel 
the necessary funds towards the application 
of resolution measures.

The resolution authority could employ the 
funding arrangements to:

• guarantee the assets and liabilities of 
an institution going through resolution 
procedures, of its subsidiaries, 
of a bridge bank or of an asset 
management vehicle; 

• give loans to an institution undergoing 
resolution proceedings, its 
subsidiaries, a bridge bank or an asset 
management vehicle; 

• purchase assets belonging to an 
institution undergoing resolution 
procedures;

• participate in a bridge bank;
• employ any combination of the actions 

mentioned above.

EU Directive on Bank Deposit 
Guarantee Schemes  

Considering the involvement of bank de-
posit guarantee schemes in the resolution of 
failed banks and in financial crisis manage-
ment, the draft directive on bank deposit guar-
antee schemes8 entered a period of relative      
stagnation in 2012 as its finalisation goes hand 
in hand with the draft directive on the recov-
ery and resolution of credit institutions. It was 
therefore agreed that the proposals on the two 
directives be discussed and adopted in par-
allel, with June 2013 as deadline set by the 
European Council.

Core Principles for Effective 
Deposit Insurance Systems

International guidelines in the field of 
bank deposit guarantee – The Core Principles 
for Effective Deposit Insurance Systems, is-
sued by the Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision (BCBS) and the International 
Association of Deposit Insurers (IADI)9 – ap-
plied to several countries under the Financial 
Sector Assessment Program (FSAP), a joint 
International Monetary Fund and World Bank 
effort, and were officially included in the two 
international financial institutions’ assess-
ments. Consequently, bank deposit guaran-
tee schemes are subject to evaluation along 
with the other regulatory and supervisory au-
thorities operating in the financial sector, which 
helps to identify ways to improve their own ac-
tivity, thus contributing to the consolidation of 
financial stability.

On the other hand, in early 2012, the 
Financial Stability Board (FSB) published a re-
port on the results of a peer review on bank de-
posit insurance systems in FSB-member coun-
tries taking the Core Principles as benchmark. 
One of the recommendations in the report re-
fers to the need to update existing depos-
it insurance guidelines and develop additional 
guidance in certain areas of the Core Principles 
where broader details are needed, such as:

• developing benchmarks to monitor the 
adequacy of coverage levels;

•  identifying the best methods and 
practices to mitigate moral hazard;

• ensuring an effective coordination 
between deposit insurance schemes 
operating within the same jurisdiction;

• conducting regular scenario 
analyses and simulations to assess 
the capability of making prompt 
compensation payouts;

• analysing the feasibility and 
opportunity of a greater use of ex-ante 
funding;

• developing mechanisms to regularly 
monitor public awareness of the bank 
deposit guarantee schemes.

The review of the Core Principles, which 
will extend over two years, will start with an 
IADI analysis which will set forth updated guid-
ance and the conclusions of assessors and of 
people involved in training programmes related 
to the Methodology for Assessing Compliance 
with the Core Principles for Effective Deposit 
Insurance Systems. The IADI, in coopera-
tion with the European Forum of Deposit 

Insurers (EFDI), will develop a new set of prin-
ciples to be submitted to the BCBS. In time, 
this process will also involve the International 
Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the European 
Commission and the Financial Stability Board.

8 Published by the European 
Commission in July 2010.

9 The FGDB has been an 
IADI member since 2005.

EFDI Annual Conference “DGS and Crisis Management”, Geneva, Switzerland
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THE DOMESTIC REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Early in 2012, a draft law to amend banking and FGDB legislation, initiated in the previous year, 
was adopted to introduce stabilisation measures as tools at the disposal of the supervisory 
authority to resolve situations that pose threats to financial stability.

This amendment was in line with the 
pledges Romania took under its September 
2011 Letter of Intent for a stand-by arrange-
ment with the International Monetary Fund. 

Owing to these new provisions, Romania 
joins the EU member states that have forestalled 
the adoption of the directive on the recovery and 
resolution of problem institutions, having already 
introduced some of the tools that directive en-
visages. Consequently, the FGDB falls into the 
category of pilot schemes for the new develop-
ment guidelines on the management of financial 
and banking crises outlined within the European 
Union.

According to Government Ordinance no. 
1/2012 for amendment and completion of nor-
mative acts on credit institutions, the National 
Bank of Romania can adopt the following stabi-
lisation measures:

• total or partial transfer of a credit 
institution’s assets and liabilities to one 
or several eligible institutions;

• the FGDB’s involvement as delegated 
administrator and, as the case might 
be, as shareholder of a failed credit 
institution if the voting rights of the 
shareholders controlling the respective 
credit institution were previously 
suspended;

•  transfer of a credit institution’s assets 
and liabilities to a bridge bank created 
for this particular purpose.

In line with the amendments under 
Government Ordinance no. 1/2012, the FGDB 
is assigned new powers and responsibilities         
enabling it:

• to be a delegated administrator and, 
as the case might be, a shareholder of 
a credit institution going through the 
stabilisation measures decided by the 
National Bank of Romania;

•  to be the sole shareholder of bridge 
banks and to exercise the duties of 
their supervisory boards10.

The FGDB finances stabilisation measures 
from its bank resolution fund resources. If the 
bank resolution fund is depleted, resources will 
be provided from the deposit guarantee fund as 
long as its resources do not drop below a min-
imum level of 0.5 percent of the total value of 
guaranteed deposits.

When FGDB resources prove insufficient 
to fund stabilisation measures, the difference will 
be covered from loans given to the FGDB by the 
Government via the Ministry of Public Finance 
within a maximum of five working days.

An amendment, separate from those     
related to the fulfilment of stand-by agreement 
conditionalities, obligates credit institutions to 
expressly inform depositors when their aggre-
gate guaranteed deposits might exceed the 
guarantee ceiling following mergers of credit 
institutions or the application of measures de-
cided by the National Bank of Romania which 
imply deposit transfers or the sale of a bridge 
bank.

In consideration of the need to update 
FGDB rules, in September 2012 Regulation no. 
1/2012 was adopted referring to the payment 
of contributions and fees by credit institutions 
and their verification by the Bank Deposit 
Guarantee Fund. This Regulation also amend-
ed previous provisions on credit institutions’ 

reports, introducing new elements, name-
ly the need to report the depositor category 
– resident or non-resident depositors – and 
a reporting deadline for quarterly statements 
on deposits shortened from 15 to 7 days. 
Furthermore, the number of reports decreased 
as credit institutions are no longer required to 
submit a statement on their annual contribu-
tion on March 15, the interim time limit.

The FGDB is permanently concerned to 
complement and improve the regulations un-
derlying its activities. The year 2012 also meant 
continuing action to add to internal rules allow-
ing the FGDB to fulfil its duties in the imple-
mentation of bank resolution and stabilisation 
measures. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE BANKING SECTOR IN 
THE EUROPEAN UNION AND IN ROMANIA

Developments in the European Union

The year 2012 saw an extension of the financial and economic crisis in the European Union.

Sovereign debt-related tension on finan-
cial markets, financial deleveraging process, 
steps to consolidate public finances in con-
ditions of high unemployment and low con-
fidence, as well as a slower rise in exports 
proved obstacles to economic growth. 

In 2012, the GDP declined by 0.3 percent 
for the member states as a whole and by 0.6 
percent for the euro zone. 

Throughout 2012, further reforms and 
measures were implemented within the 
European Union to consolidate financial sta-
bility and to stimulate economic growth and 
employment with a view to re-establish trust 
and achieve sustainable economic and finan-
cial recovery.

Greece, Ireland and Portugal received fur-
ther financial aid, while Cyprus and Spain re-
quested assistance, with the latter intending to 
channel the funds towards a bank recapitalisa-
tion programme. 

10 In a two-tier 
administration system, the 
National Bank of Romania 
appoints bridge bank 
directors.
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In October 2012, the European Stability 
Mechanism (ESM) became operational to facili-
tate access to financial assistance programmes 
for euro zone states. In December 2012, the 
ESM issued bonds for the recapitalisation of 
the Spanish banking sector. 

One of the most important actions of the 
year 2012 came in December with the adop-
tion by the European Council of a roadmap for 
the completion of the economic and monetary      
union. This action was preceded by other moves 
within the European Commission, including the 

roadmap for the creation of a banking union, as 
part of a longer term vision, and two legislative 
initiatives – the first referring to the setting up of 
a Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) and the 
assignment of specific tasks for the European 
Central Bank (ECB) concerning policies relating 

to the prudential supervision of credit institu-
tions, and the second containing amendments 
designed to align the regulation on the crea-
tion of the European Banking Authority (EBA) 
to the new framework for banking supervision.

One of the main tasks of the EBA is to 
promote depositor protection, seen as a priori-
ty target, through a consistent approach to de-
posit guarantee with a view to ensuring equal 
competition conditions and equitable treatment 
of depositors across the European Union.

As part of its duties, the EBA focuses on 
the application of the EU directive on bank de-
posit guarantee schemes, particularly as con-
cerns their adequate funding and stronger pro-
tection for all depositors in the European Union, 
thus contributing to the consolidation and con-
vergence of the European bank deposit guar-
antee schemes.

Moreover, as far as the resolution of cri-
sis situations is concerned, the EBA makes its 
contribution to drafting methods for the reso-
lution of bankrupt financial institutions, espe-
cially those posing a systemic risk, all while 
avoiding contamination and allowing for their 
orderly and fast liquidation.

The EBA’s key target for the period ahead 
is to draft a single regulatory framework for the 
banking system in the European Union.

According to the EBA’s latest risk assess-
ment of 57 European banks, the banking sys-
tem in the European Union is still fragile as 
credit institutions continue to face a number 
of challenges, including compliance with the 
new regulations.

As part of the SSM, the ECB will be re-
sponsible for supervising all the banks in the 
banking union to which the single regulatory 

framework will apply. The SSM is supposed 
to cover all banks in the euro zone by January 
1, 2014.

The Single Supervisory Mechanism will 
be added common mechanisms for crisis 
management, resolution of problem credit in-
stitutions and bank deposit guarantee.

The roadmap the European Council 
agreed upon at the end of 2012 stresses that 
an agreement on the European Commission’s 
proposals referring to both the directive on 

bank deposit guarantee schemes and the di-
rective on the recovery and resolution of prob-
lem credit institution be reached by mid-2013, 
as an essential step towards better harmoni-
sation of legislation in member states. 

Moreover, in 2013 the European 
Commission will launch a proposal for a single 
resolution mechanism so that any bank in an 
EU state in the membership of the SSM may 
benefit from adequate resolution tools.

Developments in Romania

As economic and financial conditions remained precarious in 2012, the banking system in 
Romania encountered further difficulties. Measures were taken to allow banking activities to 
return to a sustainable development.

Despite unfavourable local and interna-
tional economic and financial developments, 
the banking system in Romania remained sta-
ble also in 2012 as the viability of local banks 
was not threatened by particular issues.

The credit institutions consolidation pro-
cess in European banking markets following 
notable transactions struck particularly in the 
countries worst hit by the sovereign debt crisis 
or encountering difficulties in their financial sys-
tems reflected to a certain extent on the bank-
ing system in Romania among the subsidiaries 
of foreign credit institutions. 

After five years without any merger in the 
banking sector in Romania, such a transac-
tion occurred in 2012 between two local banks 
controlled by the same banking group, namely 
Intesa Sanpaolo in Italy. Early in October 2012, 
C.R. Firenze România S.A. was integrated by 
absorption into Intesa Sanpaolo România S.A.

Banks with majority Greek capital in 
Romania also saw changes in their sharehold-
ing structure triggered by the sovereign debt cri-
sis and the difficult financial climate in Greece. In 
July 2012, Piraeus Bank in Greece took over the 
viable assets of ATE Bank in Greece, including 
ATE Bank România where it got a stake of over 
93 percent. In 2013, Piraeus Bank România is ex-
pected to take over a part of ATE Bank România, 
while selling the remaining part to an investor.

Also in the summer of 2012, Emporiki 
Bank Romania was integrated into the Crédit 
Agricole Group after Crédit Agricole S.A. in 
France took control of Emporiki Bank’s sub-
sidiary in Romania, previously owned by Crédit 
Agricole Group Greece. Following this deal, 
the bank headquartered in Romania changed 
its name to Crédit Agricole Bank România S.A. 
(starting August 2012).

In April 2012, MKB Romexterra Bank S.A. 
changed its name to Nextebank S.A. Although 

Annual Europe Regional Committee Meeting, Český Krumlov, Czech Republic
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in April BayernLB/MKB Bank Group, the major-
ity stockholder of Nextebank S.A., announced 
the sale of its stake to U.S. fund PineBridge 
Investments, the selloff transaction was not fi-
nalised and a new buyer is expected. 

Another change within the banking sys-
tem was recorded in the shareholding struc-
ture of Banca Transilvania, which became a 
majority foreign-owned bank following deals 
on the Bucharest Stock Exchange.

Following these moves, at end-2012, 40 
credit institutions were in operation in Romania 
totalling net assets worth 365.6 billion lei, 
3.3 percent above the value registered on 
December 31, 2011 in nominal terms. Assets of 
foreign-owned credit institutions on December 
31, 2012 accounted for 89.8 percent of total 
assets, a year-on-year rise of 6.8 percentage 
points.

At the end of 2012, the share/endowment 
capital of credit institutions in Romania leaped 
to 24.8 billion lei from end-2011 (a nominal an-
nual variation of +35.5 percent), mainly as a re-
sult of the implementation of new Accounting 
International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS).

The solvency ratio stayed high through-
out 2012, reaching 14.94 percent by the end 
of the year, sensibly higher than the 8 percent         
regulatory minimum, which points to a relative 
solidity of the banking system in terms of capi-
talisation. Contributing to a steadily high capital 
adequacy were both supervisory measures and 
the capital increases operated by the share-
holders of credit institutions and the rising stake 
of government securities in banks’ portfolios.

The leverage ratio, computed as the ratio 
of Tier 1 capital to total average assets, headed 
higher in the first quarter of 2012 in the wake of 
the implementation of the new accounting IFRS 
while rolling in the following three quarters to end 
the year at 8.02 percent (losing 0.05 percentage 
points from the end of the previous year).

The liquidity indicator continued to be 
placed well above the minimum requirement 
of 1, being 1.42 at the end of 2012.

The quality of the credit portfolios of the 
banks operating in Romania continued to de-
teriorate in 2012, as the non-performing loans 
ratio increased by around 4 percentage points 
from 14.33 percent on December 31, 2011 to 
18.24 percent at end-December 2012. This in-
dicator saw a more marked deterioration than 
in 2011, mainly because of delays in economic 
recovery and of the fact that a large number of 
previously restructured loans turned bad.

At the same time, credit risk ratio moved 
up throughout 2012 to stand at 29.91 percent 

on December 31, 2012 (adding 6.63 percentage 
points to the end-2011 level). 

As the quality of assets worsened and 
the stake of provisions in total spending re-
mained high, profitability indicators saw further 
falls,  hitting record lows for the past few years 
at -0.64 percent for ROA and -5.92 percent for 
ROE.

One of the priority targets of 2012 was 
to reduce the costs of credit institutions and 
boost their efficiency. Therefore, the extensive 
credit institution resolution process continued 
with more than 300 units in the territory be-
ing shut down and over 4,000 employees be-
ing laid off.

Under these circumstances, the ratio        
between operating income and operationg ex-
penses jolted to 170.31 percent by end-Decem-
ber 2012 (up 22.78 percentage points from the 
end of December 2011).

Despite a relatively high degree of de-
pendence of credit institutions in Romania on 
large banking groups in the European Union, 
the deleveraging process continued to run 
smoothly, with parent banks’ funding of their 
subsidiaries in Romania diminishing gradual-
ly. At the same time, given the need for new 
funding sources, competition between banks to    
attract deposits remained sharp, which encour-
aged savings.

In the first quarter of 2012, the National 
Bank of Romania continued the process of 
cutting back on its monetary policy rate start-
ed in the last few months of 2011 and slashed 
that rate to 5.25 percent, a level that stayed un-
changed throughout the year. 

Along the year 2012, emphasis was 
placed on adequately managing liquidity in the 

banking system, all while the reserve require-
ments of leu- and foreign exchange-denom-
inated liabilities remained steady at previous 
levels.

By correspondingly adjusting the instru-
ments at its disposal, the central bank aimed at 
achieving financial stability in the medium term. 

In the first half of 2012 the monetary poli-
cy reflected in the evolution of interest rates on 
credits, while the second half of the year regis-
tered monthly fluctuations. Nevertheless, low-
er interest rates represented the overall trend.

Average interest rates on new loans to 
households decreased in December 2012 

Conference “Romania, where to? European assessments and implications for 
Romania”, National Bank of Romania, Bucharest
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from the year-ago period to 12.43 percent for 
leu-denominated credits and to 4.33 percent 
for euro-denominated loans, with the latter 
sloping down throughout 2012.

 In the case of new loans granted to non-
financial corporations, average interest rate  
dropped for euro-denominated credits to 4.62 
percent in December 2012 and inched up to 
9.79 percent for new loans denominated in the 
national currency.

 Average interest rates on new time de-
posits for both households and non-financial 
corporations – irrespective of denomination – 
sagged throughout the year 2012. 

At end-2012, average interest on new 
household time deposits denominated in lei 
was around one percentage point down from 
December 2011 to stand at 5.64 percent. Interest 
on euro-denominated deposits dipped to 3.39 
percent. 

In the case of new time deposits of non-
financial corporations, the average interest 
rate pulled lower in 2012 to hit December lev-
els of 5.15 percent for leu-denominated de-
posits and 1.97 percent for deposits denomi-
nated in euros (the latter level being an all-time 
low for 2012). 

Loans to households and to non-finan-
cial corporations increased slightly in nomi-
nal terms, while their real variation remained 
in negative territory. The value of household 
loans was relatively stagnant at 104.7 billion 
lei on December 31, 2012 compared to 104.5 
billion lei at end-2011. In the case of credits 
to corporations, the annual nominal variation 
was of 3.2 percent, putting their value at 120.8 
billion lei at the end of 2012. Loans in the na-
tional currency advanced faster than credits 
denominated in foreign currencies. All these 

developments were triggered by a larger num-
ber of restrictions imposed on credit granting, 
including the adoption of rules to limit foreign 
currency-denominated loans. The low level of 
exposure of banks with foreign capital was an-
other factor that influenced developments in 
this area in 2012. 

The loan-to-deposit ratio in the bank-
ing system amounted to 117.37 percent at the 
end of 2012, up 0.72 percentage points from 
end-December 2011. As the value of foreign 
currency denominated deposits headed high-
er and loans denominated in foreign curren-
cies contracted, the degree of coverage of for-
eign currency-denominated loans by foreign 
currency-denominated deposits improved to 
114.5 percent at end-2012 from 119.1 percent 
at the end of 2011.

 The total value of deposits in Romania’s 
banking system as a whole moved on positive 
ground (with an annual nominal variation of +1.3 
percent), even if some of the year’s four quar-
ters registered declines. Significant in this re-
spect was the situation of banks with majority 
Greek capital where the uncertainty over the fate 
of Greece impacted deposit dynamics. The value 
of deposits at banks with majority Hellenic capital 
in Romania fell mainly in the first quarter of 2012 
and picked up over the next three quarters in the 
case of most of these credit institutions. Chapter 
3, “Deposit Guarantee” presents a detailed anal-
ysis of the evolution of deposits in 2012.

NATIONAL COOPERATIVE 
RELATIONS

The FGDB, as a member of the National 
Committee for Financial Stability (NCFS), took 
part in the meetings of both the management 
of member institutions and of NCFS working 
groups.

One of the topics approached during NCFS 
debates was the transposition into national legis-
lation of the Recommendation on the macro-pru-
dential mandate of national authorities issued by 
the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB), in-
cluding the stages to be covered along that line.

At the same time, NCFS talks focused on 
steps taken nationally to consolidate financial 
stability, with stress on the Romanian financial 
sector’s unfaltering stability and fine capital-
isation despite adverse economic and finan-
cial circumstances.  

In 2012, the FGDB maintained its close 
cooperative ties with representatives of the 
National Bank of Romania, as well as with the 
banking community, through the Romanian 
Banking Association, on various issues relat-
ed to deposit guarantee and the FGDB’s new 
role in applying bank stabilisation measures.

The National Bank of Romania simulated 
the operation of a bridge bank, as a bank stabi-
lisation measure, to use the results of this exer-
cise in developing adequate procedures for the 
implementation of this tool.

Furthermore, in 2012 the FGDB took part 
in the simulation of a banking crisis, an exercise 
carried through with assistance from the World 
Bank and involving Romanian authorities with 
duties in this sector.

 www.fgdb.ro
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
In 2012, the FGDB’s international activi-

ty concentrated on relations with bank depos-
it guarantee schemes in the membership of the 
two international professional associations oper-
ating in the bank deposit guarantee sector – the 
European Forum of Deposit Insurers (EFDI)11 and 
the International Association of Deposit Insurers  
(IADI)12.

The FGDB participated in the EFDI and 
IADI annual general meetings, in the meetings 
of the IADI Europe Regional Committee (ERC) 
and of the EFDI European Union Committee 
(EUC), in the annual international exhibition 
of deposit guarantee schemes, as well as in 
the conferences and seminars these bodies 
organised in cooperation with bank deposit 
guarantee schemes.

As a member of the EFDI’s EUC, the FGDB 
contributed to the formulation of the EUC’s opin-
ion on the draft directive on the recovery and 
resolution of credit institutions.

In 2012, the EUC initiated a debate on 
the timeliness of an agreement among guar-
antee schemes on the processing of compen-
sation payments in the case of cross-border 
credit  institutions, in which FGDB representa-
tives participated. This agreement is meant as 
a continuation of the Multilateral Memorandum 
of Understanding on cooperation between bank 
deposit guarantee schemes operating within 
the European Union13 and aims at building the 
general framework at the foundation of bilateral 
agreements between schemes on situations in 
which the scheme in the host country acts in the 
name and on behalf of the scheme in the country 
of origin in the process of paying out compensa-
tions to depositors at a failed bank branch in the 
country of origin.

At the same time, the FGDB answered in-
dividual requests from bank deposit guaran-
tee schemes for information on different specif-
ic issues, as well as questionnaires needed in 
the research activity carried through within IADI 
and EFDI committees and working groups. In 
its turn, the FGDB requested assistance from 
other bank deposit guarantee schemes in ob-
taining information of interest for its activity.

In 2012, the FGDB received visits from 
representatives of the International Monetary 
Fund, the World Bank and the European 
Commission, its relations with these interna-
tional bodies proceeding against the back-
ground of the conditionalities and assessments 
under their agreements with Romania. The talks 
held on these occasions focused on the evolu-
tion of the FGDB’s main indicators, the size of 
its resources and the exposure coverage ratio, 
as well as on draft laws and legislative initiatives 

concerning the FGDB’s readiness to cope with 
instability on the financial and banking market.

The 2012 IADI Annual General Meeting, London, United Kingdom

11 The EFDI currently 
consists of 56 members, 
11 associates and 12 
observers.

12 The IADI now has 68 
members, 9 associates and 
12 partners.

13 The number of signatory 
bank deposit guarantee 
schemes currently stands 
at 18.

Conference Academica NBR, Constanța, September 4, 2012
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3. DEPOSIT 
GUARANTEE 

EVOLUTION OF DEPOSITS IN 2012
The total value of deposits with credit in-

stitutions in Romania stood at 314.9 billion lei 
on December 31, 2012, up by 1.3 percent from 
end-2011.

The annual growth of the total value of 
deposits was mainly an outcome of the rise in 
natural persons’ foreign currency-denominat-
ed guaranteed deposits with FGDB-member 

credit institutions (an annual variation of +15.6 
percent in nominal terms and, respectively, a 
growth equivalent to 6.3 billion lei).

According to the law on the FGDB’s operation, a deposit is “any credit balance, including 
the due interest, which results from funds left in an account or from temporary situations 
deriving from normal banking transactions and which a credit institution must repay under the 
legal and contractual conditions applicable, and any debt evidenced by a certificate issued 
by a credit institution, except bonds mentioned in paragraph (6) of art. 159 of Regulation 
no. 15/2004 regarding the authorization and functioning of investment management firms, 
collective investment undertakings and depositories, approved by Romanian National 
Securities Commission’s Order no. 67/2004, as subsequently amended”.

At end-2012, the value of deposits with 
FGDB-member credit institutions accounted for 
91.9 percent of the total value of bank deposits, 

namely 289.3 billion lei, up 0.6 percent from end-
December of the previous year, of which 115.2 
billion lei held in household deposits and the 
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Leu-denominated deposits with FGDB-
member credit institutions maintained their 
majority weight (52 percent on December 
31, 2012) despite a 1.8 percentage points 
drop year-on-year. Over December 2011 - 
December 2012, the total value of deposits 
denominated in the national currency dimin-
ished by 2.8 percent, while the total value of 
foreign currency-denominated deposits add-
ed 4.6 percent.

On December 31, 2012, 51.5 percent of 
the total value of deposits with FGDB-member 
credit institutions was within the FGDB’s guar-
antee scope, a level higher than the 48.8 per-
cent registered at end-2011 when the main 
weight in the total value of deposits at FGDB-
member credit institutions went to deposits 

excluded from guarantee14.

Throughout the year, the value of FGDB-
guaranteed deposits raced ahead to 148.9 
billion lei, that is 6.1 percent higher than the 
December 31, 2011 level. In real terms, the an-
nual growth was of 1.1 percent. The value of 
non-guaranteed deposits continued to slide at 
a fast pace against 2011 to total 140.4 billion 
lei at end-2012 (an annual fall of 4.7 percent).

Depositors with FGDB-member cred-
it institutions at the end of 2012 numbered 
15,500,12115, of which natural persons ac-
counted for 93.8 percent. On December 31, 
2012 the FGDB’s guarantee scope covered 
99.7 percent of the total number of deposi-
tors with member credit institutions, namely 

remainder in legal persons’ deposits.

By categories of depositors, natural and le-
gal persons’ deposits in 2012 moved in oppo-
site directions both in the banking system as a 
whole and within FGDB-member credit institu-
tions. Household deposits increased in each of 
the quarters of the year 2012 in the whole bank-
ing system (annual growth of 8.9 billion lei), while 
legal persons’ deposits stayed in positive territory 
in the second and third quarters of the year and 
contracted in the first and last quarters to drop 
by 4.8 billion lei for 2012 as a whole.

Natural persons’ saving behaviour stayed 
cautious and a preference for deposits to the 
detriment of other higher-risk saving/invest-
ment instruments was apparent.

 The difference between the evolution 
of household deposits and legal persons’ 

deposits was even more poignant within 
FGDB-member credit institutions.

The value of household deposits posted 
an annual variation of +8 percent in nominal 
terms, corresponding to a rise by 8.6 billion 
lei, while legal persons’ deposits shed 6.9 bil-
lion lei in terms of value (-3.8 percent) as com-
pared to the end-2011 level.

By currency denomination, the year 2012 
showed a preference for savings in foreign 
currency for both natural and legal persons.

The value of deposits denominated in for-
eign currencies moved up by the equivalent of 
7.6 billion lei (an annual variation of +5.3 per-
cent), while deposits in the national currency in 
the banking system as a whole decreased by 
3.4 billion lei in terms of value (an annual vari-
ation of -2.1 percent).

91.9 percent of the deposits in the whole banking
system are held with FGDB-member credit institutions
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14 Most non-guaranteed 
deposits belong to entities 
with the necessary 
knowledge and experience 
to assess the risk of default 
of investments made, a 
category which includes 
credit institutions, financial 
institutions, insurance 
companies, mutual funds, 
pension funds, central and 
local public authorities, large 
corporations etc.

15 The total number of 
depositors is determined by 
adding up the consolidated 
data reported by each credit 
institution, so that a person 
that has deposits with 
several credit institutions is 
recorded several times.
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15,448,237 natural and legal persons.

On December 31, 2012, resident natural 
and legal persons accounted for 99.1 percent 
of the total number of depositors with FGDB-
member credit institutions and they held 70.6 
percent of the total value of deposits. In terms 
of deposit guarantee, residents held 97 per-
cent of the value of the deposits guaranteed 
by the FGDB.

End-2012 data show that maximum po-
tential compensations in the event of depos-
its being unavailable reached 123.3 billion lei, 
higher by 8.5 percent than the year-ago lev-
el. The rise in the FGDB-covered amount was 
mainly a result of the upturn in natural per-
sons’ guaranteed deposits denominated in 
foreign currencies with values below 100,000 
euros (considering the leu equivalent, this rep-
resents an annual increase of 5.7 billion lei).

     At the end of 2012, for the 100,000 euros ceiling, the FGDB actually covered 82.7 percent 
of the value of guaranteed deposits.

  A percentage of 99.8 percent of the end-2012 total number of guaranteed depositors – 
natural and legal persons – was fully covered, as they held deposits with values not exceeding 
the guarantee ceiling. 

       Deposits with values below the guarantee ceiling accounted for 75.3 percent of the total 
value of guaranteed deposits at end-2012, posting a 10.1 percent rise from the previous year.

Natural Persons’ Guaranteed Deposits

At the end of 2012, household deposits 
with credit institutions in the membership of 
the FGDB increased by 8 percent (+2.9 per-
cent in real terms) year-on-year to stand at 
115.2 billion lei, of which 59.5 percent was in 
deposits denominated in the national curren-
cy. Residents held 96.8 percent of the value of 
natural persons’ deposits with FGDB-member 
credit institutions.

The FGDB’s guarantee scope on 
December 31, 2012 included 99.8 percent of 
household deposits with FGDB-member credit 
institutions, that is 115 billion lei, as well as al-
most all depositors, natural persons (99.9 per-
cent of the total number of depositors, natural 
persons, with credit institutions in the mem-
bership of the FGDB, namely 14,528,322 nat-
ural persons).

Along the year 2012, the value of guaran-
teed household deposits increased at a rate of 
7.9 percent.

Foreign currency-denominated deposits 
with values below the guarantee ceiling made 
the largest contribution to the upswing in the 
value of guaranteed household deposits, the 
population’s preference for savings in foreign 
currencies showing throughout 2012.

Guaranteed deposits denominated in for-
eign currencies leapt by 15.6 percent (+10.1 
percent in real terms) from end-December 
2011, while the value of deposits in the na-
tional currency inched up by a mere 3.3 per-
cent (dipping by 1.6 percent in real terms).

The average value of one guaranteed de-
posit held by a natural person amounted to 7.9 
thousand lei at the end of 2012 (an annual var-
iation of +9.2 percent).
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In terms of guarantee ceiling, at end-
2012, guaranteed deposits with values be-
low or equal to 100,000 euros accounted for 
85.8 percent of the total value of guaranteed 

household deposits, with 98.7 billion lei held 
in deposits with values below the guarantee 
ceiling.

Maximum potential compensations for natural persons amounted to 91.5 percent of the total 
guaranteed household deposits, or 105.2 billion lei on December 31, 2012.

At the same time, at end-2012, 99.9 percent of the total number of guaranteed depositors, 
natural persons was fully covered, as they held deposits that did not exceed the guarantee 
ceiling.

Legal Persons’ Guaranteed Deposits

The total value of legal persons’ depos-
its with credit institutions in the membership of 
the FGDB, at the end of 2012 stood at 174.1 
billion lei, 3.8 percent less than the value regis-
tered on December 31, 2011, a decline mainly 
triggered by the evolution of the deposits de-
nominated in the national currency (the abso-
lute change in leu-denominated deposits in 
2012 was of -6.6 billion lei, compared to -0.2 
billion in lei equivalent corresponding to de-
posits denominated in foreign currencies). 

Resident legal persons held more than 
half of the value of deposits with FGDB-
member credit institutions (53.3 percent), and 
accounted for 99.6 percent of the total number 
of legal persons holding deposits. At the end of 
2012, the value of non-residents’ deposits with 
member credit institutions amounted to 81.3 
billion lei, of which more than three quarters 
was foreign currency-denominated deposits.

Legal persons’ guaranteed deposits16 on 
December 31, 2012 totalled 33.9 billion lei, 0.4 
percent more than on the same date of the pre-
vious year (-4.3 percent in real terms).

On December 31, 2012, 19.5 percent of 
the total value of legal persons’ deposits with 
FGDB-member credit institutions was within 
the FDGB’s guarantee scope. 

Throughout 2012, guaranteed deposits 
denominated in foreign currencies and leu-de-
nominated guaranteed deposits moved in op-
posite directions in nominal terms (an annual 
variation of -3 percent of the leu-denominat-
ed component compared to an annual vari-
ation of +10.1 percent of the foreign curren-
cy-denominated component). In real terms, 
the value of the deposits in the national cur-
rency eased by 7.6 percent, while the value of 

foreign currency-denominated deposits rose 
by 4.9 percent. Nevertheless, guaranteed de-
posits denominated in lei took the bulk of le-
gal persons’ total guaranteed deposits (71.7 
percent), though it shed 2.3 percentage points 
compared to the end-2011 level.

Guaranteed depositors, legal persons, 
numbered 919,915 on December 31, 2012, ac-
counting for 95.8 percent of the total number 
of depositors, legal persons, with credit institu-
tions in the membership of the FGDB.

At the end of 2012, 98.8 percent of the to-
tal number of guaranteed depositors, legal per-
sons, held deposits with values below or equal 
to the guarantee ceiling, being therefore fully 
covered. However, in relation to the guarantee 
ceiling, the cumulative value of deposits not 
exceeding the ceiling accounted for 39.8 per-
cent of the total value of legal persons’ guar-
anteed deposits.

The average value of a legal person’s 
guaranteed deposit amounted to 36.9 thou-
sand lei on December 31, 2012, up 0.3 per-
cent from end-2011.

In the event of deposits with FGDB-member credit institutions becoming unavailable, maximum 
potential compensations for legal persons on December 31, 2012 accounted for more than 
half of the total value of their guaranteed deposits (53.7 percent) or 18.2 billion lei (an annual 
variation of +4 percent).

COMPENSATION PAYOUTS

In 2012, the FGDB continued to show 
particular concern for the creation of all the 
necessary conditions allowing guaranteed de-
positors to have prompt access to FGDB re-
sources through paying credit institutions if 
deposits with a FGDB-member credit institu-
tion become unavailable.

Starting January 2012, a new stipulation 
under the law governing the operation of 
the FGDB came into force showing that the 

FGDB must pay guaranteed depositors their 
due compensations through mandated credit 
institutions within 20 working days of the date 
deposits become unavailable17.

This stipulation replaced a former provision 
requesting that compensation payouts must 
start in 20 working days at the most of the date 
deposits are unavailable.

17Under exceptional 
circumstances the term 
could be extended with 
maximum 10 working days.
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16 The summary of legal 
persons’ guaranteed 
deposits offers a picture 
resembling that of the 
deposits of small and 
medium-sized enterprises 
and other such entities, 
given the fact that they 
represent almost the entire 
class of depositors who are 
guaranteed legal persons.
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Verification of the list of compensation 
payouts (48 hours)

Announcements to depositors
mass media, own website, units of the banks 
where deposits became unavailable, units of  
the paying agent(s)

Supply of sufficient funds to cover all 
compensation payouts

Identity card or other ID 
papers

COMPENSATION

GUARANTEED
DEPOSITOR

List of compensation payouts

PAYING AGENT(S)
start of compensation payouts

Unavailability of 
deposits at Bank X

 Extended network
in the territory,

depositors’ easy 
access to bank

counters to
  collect compensations

The FGDB 
pays out due 

compensations 
to guaranteed 

depositors

......................................................................................................................................................................... Day 20 – at the latest

Day 1

Day 0

Final list of 
compensation 

payouts + Liquid funds
(at least 24 hours 
before the start of 

the payout 
process)

COMPENSATION 
PAYOUT PROCESS

Preconditions for a rapid 
reimbursement of depositors 
which the FGDB already fulfilled:

• The permanent goal of 
improving the FGDB’s 
financial capacity and of 
adequately managing its 
resources on the basis of a 
well-defined strategy 

• The possibility of resorting 
to loans, including the 
Government’s obligation to 
grant the funds needed to 
cover compensation payouts 
if such a necessity arises

• Annual selection of paying 
agents (mandated banks) 
in the event deposits are 
unavailable 

• The obligation of FGDB-
member credit institutions to 
run adequate IT systems able 
to generate, at any moment, a 
correct list of compensations 

• Periodic simulations of 
potential payouts
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The period of maximum 20 working days 
within which depositors must be compensated by 
bank deposit guarantee schemes is mandatory 

for all European Union member states and mainly 
targets a stronger public confidence that savings 
with credit institutions can be recovered.

Throughout 2012, the FGDB did not have to intervene through compensation payouts as no 
credit institution in the Romanian banking system encountered any problems. The last obligation 
of the FGDB to make such payments to depositors of failed banks expired in January 2010, 
according to the law.

FGDB MEMBERSHIP OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS
Each credit institution inside the European 

Union is obliged to participate in a bank deposit 
guarantee scheme. In Romania, all credit 
institutions licensed by the National Bank of 
Romania are members of the FGDB. This refers 
also to deposits attracted by these institutions’ 
branches abroad. The branches of the banks 
headquartered in other European Union member 
states18 are members of the deposit guarantee 
schemes in their home countries.

The number of credit institutions in the 
membership of the FGDB slipped from 33 to 32 
in 2012 following the changes occurred in the 
Romanian banking system19.

The public was informed about all the 
changes that took place within FGDB-member 
credit institutions through communiqués printed 
in the Official Gazette of Romania and posted on 
the FGDB’s website.

At the end of 2012, the structure of FGDB-
member credit institutions consisted of 29 
banks, 2 savings banks for housing and one 
credit cooperative organisation (central body 
and affiliated credit cooperatives), as shown in 
Annex 1.

All credit institutions in the membership of 
the FGDB pay an annual contribution to boost 
FGDB deposit guarantee resources, of which 

compensations are paid out to guaranteed 
depositors in the event deposits with a credit 
institution become unavailable, or funds are 
provided, including by issuing guarantees, 
to support operations involving transfers of 
guaranteed deposits as well as stabilisation 
measures, according to legislation in force. 
Furthermore, FGDB-member credit institutions 
pay annual fees to the bank resolution fund20, 
which, while maintaining its initial destination of 
compensating entities prejudiced by measures 
taken and implemented as part of special 
administration procedures, also finances 
stabilisation measures as decided by the National 
Bank of Romania.

Throughout 2012, the FGDB cooperated 
with member credit institutions from which 
it received information on a quarterly basis 
on deposits in their records and the number 
of depositors, the calculation base for the 
annual contribution to deposit guarantee fund, 
the calculation base for the annual fee to the 
bank resolution fund, as well as other specific 
information. At the same time, the FGDB 
maintained links with the branches in Romania 
of credit institutions headquartered in other 
European Union member states to receive 
quarterly reports on the evolution of deposits.

In line with legislation, in 2012 the FGDB 
continued its controls over compliance with 

legal provisions on the calculation and payment 
of contributions and fees and over the eligibility 
of deposits for FGDB coverage and the informa-
tion supplied to depositors. 

As the results of the FGDB control show, 
the deposit classification error rate (the report-
ed total value of deposits being above or below 
its true level) and, respectively, failure to regis-
ter a number of guaranteed deposits in the re-
ported calculation base, stood at 0.27 percent 
in 2012.

The main cause behind the differences in 
the level of annual contributions/fees was an 
erroneous classification made by credit institu-
tions when assigning deposits of legal persons 
(particularly small and medium-sized enterpris-
es, insurance brokers, mutual aid associations) 
to one of the categories of guaranteed or non-
guaranteed deposits. 

Measures were agreed upon to correct 
the deficiencies noted during verifications of 
the classification of deposits and of their ac-
curate assignment to categories, as well as of 
depositor information, namely to regularise the 
situation of deposits and make sure the staff 
involved are conversant with FGDB legislation.

The control over the calculation base for 
annual contributions/fees went hand in hand 
with a random verification of the statements of 
the small and medium-sized enterprises and of 
other depositors expressly stipulated by the law 
on the classification of their deposits.  Along 
this line, record keeping, as well as the exis- 
tence and the completion of statements were 

checked for the accuracy of classifications 
made by credit institutions. At the same time, 
the fulfilment of credit institutions’ obligation to 
expressly inform depositors holding non-guar-
anteed deposits was also verified. The results 
of all these controls pointed to a diminution in 
the number of deficiencies as compared to pre-
vious years.

During the controls it conducted, the 
FGDB paid special attention also to the way 
in which credit institutions observe legislation 
on the information of depositors about deposit 
guarantee. The information should be placed in 
publicly accessible locations within all units in 
the territory and should be easy to understand.

The close cooperation between the FGDB 
and member credit institutions aims at per-
manently improving the classification of de-
posits and depositor information on deposit 
guarantee.

18 On December 31, 2012, 
8 branches of credit 
institutions headquartered 
in other EU member states 
operated in Romania.

19 These changes were 
detailed in Chapter 2, in 
the section “Developments 
in the Banking Sector in 
the European Union and in 
Romania”.

20 The former special 
compensation fund which 
turned into the bank 
resolution fund in January 
2012.

Differences in the level of contributions noted during verifications, which were rather large in 
previous years, narrowed down significantly in 2012.
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4. RISK MANAGEMENT 

Given the difficult financial climate, marked by uncertainty and member credit institutions’ 
attempts to redefine business models, the risk management process moved along two major 
coordinates.

On the one hand, the FGDB focused on 
adapting internal infrastructure referring to the 
management of resources to the new chal-
lenges brought about by its extended duties. 
On the other hand, an efficient framework was 
developed and implemented to control opera-
tional risks in treasury activities.

In light of the harsh conditions on the domes-
tic and international financial and banking market, 
investment-related decisions in 2012 were agreed 
upon only after a close monitoring of develop-
ments with a potentially adverse impact on FGDB 
resources.

To achieve an active management of invest-
ments, the investment structure and exposure lim-
its were adjusted by credit institution and by type 

of investment whenever market conditions so 
required.

As the FGDB’s duties expanded follow-
ing its involvement in the resolution and stabilisa-
tion of credit institutions in distress, the FGDB’s 
Resources Management Committee (CARF) grad-
ually adjusted the Fund’s resources management 
policy, paying growing attention to an uplift in the 
liquidity of investments. 

In its new capacity as member of the National 
Committee for Financial Stability, the FGDB institu-
tionalised the access to information on credit insti-
tutions operating in Romania on the basis of its co-
operation with the central bank.
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5. PUBLIC 
INFORMATION

The supply of information on deposit 
guarantee to the public is an important compo-
nent in the activity of any efficient bank depos-
it guarantee scheme as it boosts public confi-
dence in the safety of deposits held at credit 
institutions and implicitly contributes to main-
taining financial stability. 

To the FGDB, public information has al-
ways been a key target for the fulfilment of 
which it has constantly promoted various 
actions to provide information on deposit 
guarantee. 

FGDB’s poster distributed to member banks for display in their units.

COMMUNICATION WITH THE PUBLIC AND WITH CREDIT INSTITUTIONS
The FGDB promptly answered all requests 

for information on deposit guarantee (categories 
of FGDB-guaranteed deposits, guarantee ceiling 
etc.) and on compensation payouts for deposits 
at bankrupt banks.

A FGDB poster containing information on 
deposit guarantee, as well as FGDB contact 
data (website and telephone number) continued 
to be on display in the member banks’ units in 
the territory. 

With a view to approaching the realities of 
the banking industry and to ensuring mutual un-
derstanding, successive meetings were held in 
2012 with key factors in communication in the 

member banks. During one such meeting, FGDB 
representatives dwelt on the history of deposit 
guarantee activities and the changes in the vi-
sion on guarantee schemes and their role – from 
mere compensation payouts to the involve-
ment in crisis situations generated by problem 
banks. Furthermore, there were presentations of 
changes in legislation under debate inside the 
European Union and of bank recovery and reso-
lution tools, and case studies were read. 

The film is available on the FGDB’s website 
with subtitles in English. An abridged version of 
this film was forwarded to the banking industry 
to be distributed to the units in the territory that 
have the necessary equipment to handle it.
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In 2012, an animated short film was made to explain bank deposit guarantee, including 
information on the FGDB, the compensation payout process and the funding mechanism of 
the bank deposit guarantee scheme.

FGDB website information (supplied bilin-
gually, in Romanian and English) was constant-
ly updated to answer the public’s guarantee-re-
lated questions and concerns. 

The FGDB’s on-line INFO bulletins carried 
analyses of the savings process, the dynamics 
and structure of household and legal persons’ 
deposits with credit institutions in Romania, as 
well as articles on deposit guarantee and oth-
er themes of interest in this sector, case stud-
ies and comparative studies on various deposit 
guarantee practices. Statistical data on depos-
its with credit institutions in Romania were pub-
lished on a quarterly basis, according to reports 

from FGDB-member credit institutions.

The “News to Follow” section of the web-
site contained the latest news on bank deposit 
guarantee activities. 

Laws with an impact on FGDB activities 
were uploaded to the “Legislation” section of 
the website in the form published in the Official 
Gazette.

RELATIONSHIP WITH MASS MEDIA
In 2012, the FGDB maintained permanent 

links with mass media representatives based on 
mutual respect and communication. The press 
releases posted on its website were routed to the 
media the day they were issued. Furthermore, 
the FGDB promptly answered all requests from 
mass media representatives.

To achieve in-depth mutual understanding, 
the FGDB took part in the EU-COFILE School 
of Economic Journalists, annually organised by 
the National Bank of Romania. The FGDB made 
a presentation of the deposit guarantee mecha-
nism and of bank resolution measures and also 
endeavoured to understand the questions, topics 
and approaches of interest to the media.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
The “Costin Murgescu” contest for eco-

nomic research, which the FGDB launched in 
2011, is an opportunity for Romanian young peo-
ple interested in contemporary economic de-
velopments to assert themselves and become     
valuable specialists. The contest encourages 
new ideas in macroeconomics, the multidiscipli-
nary approach to subjects, as well as analyses 
of phenomena in terms of economic and finan-
cial stability.

Each essay was graded according to the 
four criteria set under the rules of the contest:

originality (40 percent), logic of arguments (30 
percent), conclusions (15 percent) and style (15 
percent). All the 17 papers that entered the con-
test underwent an international anti-plagiarism 
test.

In 2012, the FGDB participated in the 
Academica project promoted by the National 
Bank of Romania to support financial edu-
cation. The project unfolds as a debate fo-
rum addressing university professors, the ac-
ademic community and representatives of the 
financial market in Romania. The 2012 edition 
took place in Constanţa in the first ten-day peri-
od of September, with the FGDB discussing the 
involvement of bank deposit guarantee schemes 
in financial crisis management.

21 The essay, titled Should 
the National Bank of 
Romania Use a Dynamic 
Stochastic General 
Equilibrium Model for 
Romania in Its Monetary 
Policy Decision Process?, 
was authored by Maria 
Bolboacă.

Costin Murgescu Contest for Economic Research Awarding Ceremony, Bucharest

Frame from the animated short film on deposit guarantee, available at www.fgdb.ro

The prize of the first edition of the “Costin 
Murgescu” contest for economic research 
was awarded in July 2012 to a paper  
selected21 by a jury comprised of Romanian 
and foreign academics and researchers.  
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6. LIQUIDATION OF BANKRUPT 
CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

RESULTS OF LIQUIDATION PROCEDURES FOR BANKS 
WHERE THE FGDB IS CREDITOR OR LIQUIDATOR 

 Starting 1999, in its capacity as creditor 
and as liquidator, the FGDB was involved 
in bankruptcy/liquidation procedures at the 
following banks22:

• Banca Comercială “Albina” SA – entered 
bankruptcy procedures on May 25, 1999;

• Bankcoop SA – entered bankruptcy 
procedures on  February 8, 2000;

• Banca Internaţională a Religiilor SA (BIR) 
– entered bankruptcy procedures on July 
10, 2000;

• Banca Română de Scont SA (BRS) – 
entered bankruptcy procedures on April 
16, 2002; 

• Banca Turco-Română SA (BTR) – entered 
bankruptcy procedures on July 3, 2002;

• Banca “Columna” – entered bankruptcy 
procedures on March 18, 2003; 

•  Nova Bank – entered bankruptcy 
procedures on November 9, 2006, after 
going through dissolution followed by 
liquidation procedures conducted by the 
FGDB and started on August 22, 2006. 

In 2012 as well, the liquidators’ activ-
ities at the aforesaid banks proceeded ac-
cording to legal provisions and the failed 
banks’ internal regulations, focusing on fur-
ther bankruptcy-specific proceedings, namely: 

• handling the cases pending before 
courts of law in order to recover claims 
and protect the respective banks’ 
patrimonial and non-patrimonial 
interests;

22 To carry on liquidation 
procedures for these banks, 
the following institutions 
were appointed judicial 
liquidators, according to 
the law:

• RVA Insolvency Specialists 
SPRL (former SC Moore 
Stephens (RVA) SA) – for 
Banca “Albina”, Bankcoop 
and BIR;

• PricewaterhouseCoopers 
Business Recovery 
Services IPURL (former SC 
PricewaterhouseCoopers 
Management Consultants 
SRL) – for Bankcoop and 
Banca “Columna”;

• The Bank Deposit 
Guarantee Fund – for BRS 
and BTR; 

• Tănasă şi Asociaţii SPRL 
(former SC Refal Star TNB 
SRL) and Activ Lichidator 
IPURL (former SC Activ 
Lichidator SRL) – for Nova 
Bank.
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•  recovery of the failed banks’ claims 
in order to provide funding for 
the continuation of bankruptcy 
procedures;

•  continuous reduction of the bankrupt 
banks’ debtor portfolio through further 
measures aimed at pursuing and 
recovering outstanding debts;

•  permanent identification of solutions to 
cut the cost of bankruptcy procedures, 
including by slashing the number of 
staff (from 45 to 36);

• fulfilment of the decisions made by the 
syndic judge and by the committees/
assemblies of the failed banks’ 
creditors.

 The above-mentioned activities 
were carried through as the final stage 
of bankruptcy procedures drew near, as 
exemplified by the shutdown of Banca 
“Albina”, where the syndic judge approved, 

during the hearing on that bank’s bankruptcy 
file on December 14, 2012, the final activity 
report drawn by the liquidator and ruled 
that bankruptcy procedures should be 
concluded and the bank be deregistered 
from the Trade Registry.

 Receipts from recovered claims and 
from the realisation of assets in these banks’ 
property were insignificant in 2012 since, 
during the current stage of bankruptcy 
procedures, the respective banks have in 
their portfolios fewer assets and claims of 
lower values or which are difficult to realise.

Receipts by banks in 2012 
were as follows: 

BTR – 1.4 million lei, 

BRS – 1.0 million lei, 

BIR – 0.3 million lei and 

Bankcoop – 0.1 million lei.

 More than 64 percent of 2012 receipts 
came from interest on money investments 
(especially in the case of BTR), while around 
36 percent resulted from recoveries from 
credits, interest and other claims, including 
sales of assets taken over for debts.

 

 

 

Here are the total receipts, expenses and funds for distribution to creditors as at December 
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1 Banca “Albina” 26.6 16.8 28.33 63.16 7.5 28.20 2.3 8.64 7.6 19.2

2 Bankcoop 157.9 91.3 36.52 57.82 48.3 30.59 18.3 11.59 62.0 98.0

3 BIR 171.1 134.2 62.71 78.43 19.6 11.46 17.3 10.11 78.6 95.0

4 BRS 37.6 17.3 45.77 46.01 8.5 22.61 11.8 31.38 14.8 18.1

5 BTR 54.8 5.0 2.20 9.12 30.3 55.29 19.5 35.59 11.6 39.6

TOTAL 448.0 264.6 33.55 59.06 114.2 25.49 69.2 15.45 174.6 269.9

1) No data on Banca “Columna” and Nova Bank are tabled above, as in the case of Banca “Columna” the FGDB holds a small 

stake in the creditor group (of roughly 0.11 percent) and the bank liquidator does not supply cumulative data on the stage of 

bankruptcy procedures in his periodical activity reports, while in the case of Nova Bank the FGDB is no longer a creditor as it 

fully recovered its claims right after the bank entered bankruptcy procedures.

2) net value (free of VAT  or other deductions, as the case might be)

In 2012, the bankrupt banks distributed no funds to their creditors.

The cumulative funds allotted for distribution to the failed banks’ creditors by December 31, 2012 
amounted to 269.9 million lei, accounting for a recovery ratio of 35.08 percent of total claims to be 
recovered worth 769.4 million lei.

The five banks’ total receipts as at December 
31, 2012 stood at 448.0 million lei, adding 
2.8 million lei (around 0.7 percent) to the 
end-2011 level.

As the table above shows, receipts came 
from two main sources, namely recoveries 
from credits, interest and other claims, and 
sales of immovables. 

Indiferent de moneda de denominare, ambele categorii de 
depozite au înregistrat reduceri trimestriale, însă scăderea valorii 
depozitelor în valută a fost mai accentuată decât cea a depozitelor 
în lei. Acest fapt a condus la majorarea ponderii depozitelor în lei în 
valoarea totală a depozitelor din sistemul bancar, acestea atingând 
52,2%, în creștere cu 0,4 puncte procentuale față de trimestrul 
trecut, în detrimentul depozitelor în valută.  

La 31 decembrie 2012 depozitele în moneda națională 
însumau 164,2 miliarde lei, coborând sub nivelul de la 30 
septembrie 2012 cu 1 punct procentual, în termeni nominali, ca 
urmare a retragerilor ce au avut loc cu precădere pe segmentul 
depozitelor persoanelor juridice la instituțiile de credit participante la 
FGDB. În termeni reali scăderea trimestrială a fost de 1,9%.  

În același timp, suma cu care s-a redus valoarea 
depozitelor în valută la instituțiile de credit din România în trimestrul 
IV 2012 a fost mai mare decât dublul sporului negativ al depozitelor 
în lei (o scădere cu 3,5 echivalent miliarde lei față de 1,7 miliarde lei  

 hfhjfjhjghjghjhgj 

În ultimul trimestru al anului 2012 s-a consemnat prima 
scădere a valorii depozitelor din sistemul bancar1 din perioada 
aprilie 2011 - decembrie 2012, perioadă caracterizată de creșteri 
trimestriale cu până la 4 puncte procentuale.  

La 31 decembrie 2012, valoarea totală a depozitelor la 
instituiile de credit din România a fost de 314,8 miliarde lei, în 
scădere cu 1,6 puncte procentuale față de trimestrul anterior, dar în 
creștere la nivelul anului 2012 cu 1,7 puncte procentuale. În termeni 
reali, s-au înregistrat reduceri de 2,5% față de trimestrul anterior, 
respectiv 3,1% față de sfârșitul anului 2011.  

Sporul trimestrial negativ de 5,2 miliarde lei al depozitelor 
din sistemul bancar a fost determinat de scăderea valorii 
depozitelor peste plafonul de garantare deținute în cea mai mare 
proporție de persoanele juridice la instituțiile de credit participante 
la FGDB.   
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____________________________________________________________________________ 
1 La 31 decembrie 2012, 32 de instituii de credit 
persoane juridice române, participante la FGDB, i 
8 sucursale ale instituiilor de credit din alte state 
membre, participante la schemele de garantare a 
depozitelor din ările de origine. 

 

Obiectivele Regimului 

Special de Restructurare, aa cum 
sunt definite de Legea Bancară 
adoptată  
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Criza financiară mondială recentă a sporit preocuparea 

guvernelor i a autorităilor din întreaga lume însărcinate cu buna 
funcionare a infrastructurii financiare pentru consolidarea cadrului 
destinat restabilirii i meninerii stabilităii financiare. 

În contextul acestor preocupări, începând cu anul 2009 
Marea Britanie a întreprins reforme ample ale infrastructurii 
legislative i financiare destinate prezervării stabilităii financiare, 
reforme ce au plasat Banca Angliei în centrul activităii de 
supraveghere a arhitecturii financiare. Acest proces a debutat odată 
cu elaborarea noii legi bancare de către Parlament, Banking Act 

2009, care stipulează introducerea de noi pârghii pentru 
restructurarea instituiilor financiare aflate în dificultate, precum i 
instituirea stabilităii financiare ca obiectiv statutar al Băncii Angliei. 

Scopul mecanismelor aplicabile constă în asigurarea unei 
restructurări ordonate a instituiilor financiare neviabile, într-un mod 
care să favorizeze meninerea încrederii în sistemul bancar, 
păstrarea interesului public,  protejarea atât a deponenilor, cât i a 
contribuabililor.  

Legea Bancară adoptată în februarie 2009 a introdus 
Regimul Special de Restructurare/ RSR pentru instituiile de credit 
britanice i societățile de credit imobiliar i a impus o cooperare 
tripartită – Trezoreria Majestăii Sale, Banca Angliei i Autoritatea 
pentru Servicii Financiare – pentru un cadru permanent ce conferă 
autorităilor instrumentele necesare asigurării stabilităii financiare. 
În cadrul acestui regim, Banca Angliei este responsabilă în a decide 
modalitatea de intervenie adoptată în situaia în care Autoritatea 
pentru Servicii Financiare consideră îndeplinite condiiile pentru 
declanarea procedurilor de restructurare. 

Noile responsabilităi i instrumente ale Băncii Angliei în 
domeniul stabilităii financiare sunt administrate de o Unitate 

Specială de Restructurare (USR) creată în cadrul băncii i care 
reunete experi din diverse arii ale serviciilor financiare – analiză 
bancară, contabilitate, drept, politică economică.  

USR coordonează aciunea Băncii Angliei în cadrul 
regimului de restructurare și decide fezabilitatea  instrumentelor 
utilizate pentru atingerea rezultatelor dorite în termeni de stabilitate 
financiară, încredere a deponenilor, evitarea utilizării fondurilor 
publice. 

Pentru o înelegere aprofundată a modului în care  operează 
acest regim, în continuare sunt expuse aspecte legate de 
obiectivele Regimului Special de Restructurare, factorii declanatori 
ai procedurilor asociate acestui regim, setul de instrumente 
disponibile autorităilor, precum i experiena autorităilor britanice 
în ceea ce privete restructurarea instituiilor financiare neviabile. 
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5. 6. LIQUIDATION OF BANKRUPT 
CREDIT INSTITUTIONS4.3.2.1. 7. 9.8.

 Besides these two main sources, 
the bankrupt banks had smaller receipts 
from other sources as well, such as sale of 
movables, of other assets (stocks and other 
securities), dividends, rents and interest 
from investments.

 In the case of BRS, if set-off of claims 
against debts, as well as the takeover of 
assets from debtors to recover the bank’s 
claims are considered, the rate of claim 
recovery from credits, interest and other 
claims is of roughly 80 percent of the total 
claims registered at the bankruptcy date, 
which represents the highest recovery ratio 
among the five banks.

 It should be pointed out that as far as 
BTR is concerned, the reason behind the 
extremely small percentage – of only 2.2 – 
of total recoveries from credits, interest and 
other claims at the bankruptcy date was 
that the remaining unrecovered claims were 
debts of a legal person in Turkey, namely 

Bayindir Insaat Turizm Ticaret ve Sanayi 
(belonging to the Bayindir Holding AS group) 
from which no funds had been recouped by 
December 31, 2012. That was an outcome 
of the fact that BTR’s claim initiated in 
2003 against the Turkish company was 
irrevocably quashed following an objection 
to the jurisdiction of courts in Romania.

 Liquidation-related spending under 
the bankruptcy procedures at the five banks 
totalled 174.6 million lei on December 31, 
2012.

 With a view to reducing the bankrupt 
banks’ debtor portfolio, further action 
was taken to recover debts from the main 
debtors and to remove from accounting 
records those debtors whose debts can 
no longer be recovered (bankruptcy 
procedures closed, lack of realisable 
guarantees, insolvent debtors etc).

In 2012, the number of the failed banks’ debtors decreased by 76 (from 995 to 919).

N
o.

Bankrupt bank*)

Total debtors 
on bankruptcy 

filing date

Total debtors 
removed 

from 
accounting 

records 

Total 
debtors on 
December 
31, 2012

0 1 2 3 4=2-3

1 Bankcoop 14,709 14,608 101

2 Banca Internaţională a Religiilor 22,416 21,765 651

3 Banca Română de Scont 232 185 47

4 Banca Turco - Română 1,286 1,166 120

TOTAL 38,643 37,724 919

The evolution of the number of bankrupt banks’ debtors on December 31, 2012:

*) The table does not include debitors to Banca “Albina” as bankruptcy procedures in its case closed on December 14, 

2012.

The activity of the failed banks’ liquidators 
to follow up on the cases pending before courts 
of law proceeds with difficulty in consideration 
of the criminal nature of various operations un-
dertaken at these banks prior to filing for bank-
ruptcy and of the fact that the courts usually set 
hearing dates 3 to 4 months apart on an aver-
age and issued their statements of reasons on 

their decisions with delay, their solutions prov-
ing unfavourable to the bankrupt banks and 
their creditors.

The most conclusive case is that regard-
ing the criminal file referring to the penal and 
civil liability of former BTR administrators, 
which took 10 years to solve.

RECOVERY OF FGDB CLAIMS
In 2012, the FGDB recovered none of its 

outstanding claims over bankrupt banks for 
reasons detailed in the previous section. 

Following the full recovery of its claims, 
the FGDB ceased to be a creditor of three failed 
banks, namely Banca Română de Scont (in 
2004), Nova Bank (in 2007) and Banca Turco-
Română (in 2011). In the case of BTR, the 
FGDB recovered its claims in full on December 
23, 2011. 

 

 The claims the FGDB recovered from 
bankrupt banks by December 31, 2012 to-
tal 175.47 million lei and they account for part 
of the compensations paid out to the guaran-
teed depositors of those banks, as well as for 
the contributions (amounting to 0.98 million 
lei) owed to the FGDB and unpaid by the date 
of bankruptcy filing in the case of Bankcoop, 
Banca Turco-Română and Nova Bank.
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7. THE FGDB’S FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

FINANCING POLICY AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES
At the end of 2012, the FGDB’s available funds amounted to 2,976.2 million lei, up 649 million 
lei from the December 31, 2011 level.

In 2012, the FGDB, through its funding   
policy, continued to focus on increasing its re-
sources to be able to react efficiently in the event 
of issues in the system calling for its intervention 
either to compensate depositors or to fund sta-
bilisation measures or the transfer of guaranteed 
deposits.

The FGDB’s financial resources consist 
mainly of the contributions and fees paid by its 
member credit institutions, the reinvested prof-
it from its investments, recovered claims from 
bankrupt banks for compensation payouts, 
and earnings from its activity as liquidator.

In consideration of the FGDB’s new du-
ties, of the situation in the banking system, of 
the commitments Romania assumed in its re-
lations with the International Monetary Fund 
and the European Union and of the changes 
in bank deposit guarantee schemes expected 

within the European Union, the annual con-
tribution rate in 2012 remained steady at 0.3 
percent with a view to gradually reaching a tar-
get level for ex-ante funding of 2 percent.

The annual contributions paid by the 
FGDB-member credit institutions totalled 
419.85 million lei in 2012, adding 5.2 percent 
to the previous year’s level.

At the same time, fees were collect-
ed from FGDB-member credit institutions 
amounting to 50.16 million lei, which went to 
the bank resolution fund, the annual rate for 
2012 having been set at 0.0322 percent of the 
value of member credit institutions non-guar-
anteed liabilities.

The reinvested profit from investments 
made in line with the FGDB’s resources invest-
ment strategy stood at 179 million lei.
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invested resources at the start of the year to 45.77 
percent on December 31, 2012. In absolute terms, 
it means a rise of 406.6 million lei. The FGDB’s 

investments carried short- medium- and long-term 
maturities.

The FGDB’s exposure coverage ratio, 
calculated as the ratio between the volume of 
the FGDB’s own resources and the volume of 
guaranteed deposits, rose from 1.6 percent in 
2011 to 1.9 percent at the end of 2012, one 
of the highest ratios in the European Union. 
In comparison with the maximum total val-
ue of potential compensations, the faster 
growth of resources is apparent, which trig-
gered improved FGDB coverage of potential 
compensations for member credit institutions.  
This is an indicator that the FGDB monitors 
attentively.

Investment of Resources 

Throughout 2012, the FGDB paid special at-
tention to efficient and lower-risk investments of its 
available financial resources, in line with its annu-
al exposure strategy approved by the Board of the 
National Bank of Romania. The main goals under 
that strategy are risk minimisation and the liquidity 
of investments, and, secondarily, the yield of these 
investments. 

The FGDB’s investment policy was im-
plemented by the Resources Management 
Committee (CARF) through an adequate system 
of authorisation, endorsement and follow-up of 
the FGDB’s financial transactions by the Treasury 
Department.

In 2012, the average invested capital 
amounted to 2,683,952,795 lei, 33 percent high-
er than in 2011 when it stood at 2,017,928,011 lei.

Throughout the year, the FGDB maintained 
high monthly liquidity hovering between 17 per-
cent and 24 percent of the total invested financial 
resources, in line with decisions agreed upon by 
the CARF and the FGDB’s Board.

The weight of investments in government 
securities increased from 41.07 percent of total 

The FGDB’s resources and the value of potential compensations
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The FGDB’s Balance Sheet
             - lei - 

 Assets Liabilities

31.12.2011 31.12.2012 31.12.2011 31.12.2012

1. Total fixed assets, of 
which: 1,053,149,446 1,869,661,973 1. Total own funds, of 

which: 2,329,363,376 2,978,656,307

• intangible assets 36,788 45,115 • reserves 2,179,089,421 2,797,879,403

• tangible assets 323,110 276,069
• profit for the fiscal 

year  
150,273,955 180,776,904

• financial assets 1,052,789,548 1,869,340,789

2. Total current assets, 
of which: 1,276,645,194 1,109,651,589 2. Total debts, of 

which: 470,900 692,449

• short-term financial
investments

1,276,381,708 1,108,237,353
• debts payable within 

one year
470,900 692,44

• cash at bank and in 
hand 

132,540 1,275,638

• other claims (bank 
settlements)

130,946 138,598

3. Prepaid expenses 39,636 35,194

TOTAL ASSETS 2,329,834,276 2,979,348,756 TOTAL LIABILITIES 2,329,834,276 2,979,348,756

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
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• 1,790,600 lei representing spending on 
special budgets;

• 2,365,271 lei representing expenses 
to pay for services provided by 
third parties (20.17 percent of total 
expenditures), of which:

 - 334,584 lei  representing spending 
on rent;
 - 2,030,687 lei  representing other 
expenses to pay for third-party services;

• 220,413 lei representing spending on 
office supplies and inventory items;

• 195,160 lei representing expenses 
related to the depreciation of tangible 
and intangible assets.

The FGDB ended fiscal year 2012 with 
a pre-tax profit of 180,776,904 lei, higher by 
30,502,949 lei, or by 20.30 percent, than the 2011 
level. In line with legal provisions (Government 
Ordinance no. 39/1996 on the setting-up and 
operation of the Bank Deposit Guarantee Fund, 
republished, with subsequent amendments and 
completions), the FGDB’s profit before taxation 
is tax free and is distributed according to the 
FGDB’s Board approval.

According to the provisions of Government 
Ordinance no. 39/1996 on the setting-up and op-
eration of the Bank Deposit Guarantee Fund, re-
published, with subsequent amendments and 
completions, 99 percent of the FGDB’s profit is 
allocated to replenish FGDB’s financial resourc-
es and to make the tangible and intangible in-
vestments approved by the Board of the National 

Bank of Romania, while the remaining 1 percent 
goes to the creation of an annual profit-sharing 
fund after approval by the FGDB‘s Board.

The FGDB’s financial statements as at 
December 31, 2012 were audited by financial 
audit firm KPMG Audit SRL whose report shows 
that “the financial statements for the fiscal year 
ended December 31, 2012 were prepared, in all 
significant aspects, in accordance with Order no. 
27/2011 of the Chairman of the National Bank of 
Romania’s Board and with the accounting poli-
cies described in the notes accompanying the fi-
nancial statements”.

Profit and Loss Account  
- lei -

31.12.2011 31.12.2012 Difference

1 Total revenues 161,518,823 192,506,346 +30,987,523

2 Total expenditures 11,244,868 11,729,442 +484,574

3 Result for fiscal year 150,273,955 180,776,904 +30,502,949

The FGDB’s receipts and payments in 
2012 were as follows:

a. Total receipts – 662,508,900 lei, of which:

• 419,845,342 lei representing the 
annual contributions to the bank 
deposit guarantee fund, set according 
to the statements sent by the credit 
institutions, including differences 
recorded during controls at their 
headquarters;

• 50,157,212 lei representing the annual 
fees to the bank resolution fund;

• 186,821,484 lei representing revenues 
from investments of financial resources 
in the bank deposit guarantee fund, 
which will be subsequently used to 
supplement its resources ;

• 5,463,772 lei representing revenues from 
investments of financial resources in 
the bank resolution fund, which will be 
subsequently used to supplement its 
resources;

• 221,090 lei representing interest on 
funds in the FGDB’s current accounts.

b. Total payments – 11,729,442 lei, of which:

• 11,729,442 lei representing the FGDB’s 
current operating expenses. 

The FGDB’s financial result is given by the 
difference between its revenues from invest-
ment of its financial resources and its current 
expenses, according to the law that governs its 
operation. 0
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Evolution of the FGDB’s revenues, 
expenditures and profit

 Here is a breakdown of the FGDB’s 
2012 total revenues worth 192,506,346 lei: 

• 192,285,256 lei representing interest 
on time deposits and fixed coupons 
on government securities following in-
vestment of the FGDB’s financial re-
sources in 2012; 

• 221,090 lei representing interest on 
the FGDB’s funds in bank current 
accounts. 

 The FGDB’s total expenditures stood 
at 11,729,442 lei in 2012, accounting for 
6.10 percent of total revenues, and they 
consisted of:

• 7,106,318 lei representing spending 
on salaries and accounting for 60.59 
percent of total expenditures. Salary-
related expenses accounted for 3.70 
percent of the FGDB’s revenues from 
invested available funds;
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8. INTERNAL AUDIT

Internal audit focused on the way in which 
the FGDB had exercised its specific duties. To 
this end, the audit missions assessed the ac-
tivity of the FGDB’s organisational structures to 
meet performance criteria and attain targets ef-
ficiently and effectively. 

Given the FGDB’s extended duties in 
applying bank resolution and stabilisation 
measures, the audit activity included a mis-
sion that referred to the harmonisation of the 
FGDB’s duties and organisational structure 
with the specific legislation in various stages 
of implementation.

At the end of their missions, the auditors 
formulated conclusions and recommendations 
which were submitted to the FGDB’s execu-
tive management. A synthetic report along this 
line was sent to the FGDB’s Board every six 
months.

At the same time, the Audit Department 
set forth monthly reports on the opportunity of 
intended FGDB investments which assessed 
the compliance of the respective investments 
with the limits and requirements stipulated in 
the FGDB’s exposure strategy for 2012.  

 

Audit missions in 2012 covered operational flows and activities: (i) carrying out specific studies 
on the evolution of deposits, estimation of market trends in savings etc.; (ii) evaluation of 
preventive and management control; (iii) assessment of analysis and control activities carried 
out at credit institutions; (iv) inventory and archiving activities.
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9. INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT, 
BALANCE SHEET, PROFIT AND 
LOSS ACCOUNT AND NOTES TO THE 
FGDB’S FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

To: The Bank Deposit Guarantee Fund’s Board

Report on Financial Statements

1. We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the Bank Deposit Guarantee Fund (“the Fund”) which include the 
balance sheet as at December 31, 2012, the profit and loss account for the fiscal year then ended, as well as a summary of significant 
accounting policies and other explanatory notes numbered from page 1 to page 28. The financial statements refer to:

• Total assets:                                      2,979,348,756 lei

• Net result of the fiscal year – profit:                180,776,904 lei

Fund Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

2. The Fund’s management is responsible for the reliable preparation and presentation of these financial statements, in accordance 
with Order no. 27/2011 of the Chairman of the National Bank of Romania’s Board and with the accounting policies described in the 
notes to the financial statements, as well as for the internal audit the management considers necessary for the preparation of financial 
statements which should not contain significant alterations caused by fraud or error.

Auditor’s Responsibility

3. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements, based on our audits. We have conducted our audits according 
to the auditing standards endorsed by the Chamber of Financial Auditors of Romania. These standards require that we comply with 
ethical requirements and that we plan and perform our audits to obtain reasonable assurance that these financial statements are free 
of significant alterations.

4. An audit consists of procedures to obtain audit evidence on the amounts and information in the financial statements. These procedures 
are selected depending on the auditor’s professional reasoning, including an assessment of the risks of significant alteration of the 
financial statements due to fraud or error. In evaluating these risks, the auditor considers the internal audit relevant for the reliable 
preparation and presentation of the Fund’s financial statements to set the audit procedures relevant for the given circumstances, but 
not to express an opinion on the efficiency of the Fund’s internal audit. An audit also includes an assessment of the adequacy of 
the accounting policies employed and the reasonableness of accounting estimates worked out by the management, as well as the 
evaluation of the overall financial statements presentation.

5. We consider that the audit samples we obtained are sufficient and adequate to provide the basis for our audit opinion.

KPMG Audit SRL    Tel:           +40(21) 201 22 22
Victoria Business Park    +40(372) 377 800
DN1, Soseaua Bucuresti-Ploiesti nr. 69-71 Fax:         +40(21) 201 22 11
Sector 1      +40(372) 377 700
                      www.kpmg.ro
P.O. Box 18-191     
Bucharest 013685 
Romania

Opinion

6. In our opinion, the financial statements for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2012 were prepared, in all significant aspects, in 
accordance with Order no. 27/2011 of the Chairman of the National Bank of Romania’s Board and with the accounting policies 
described in the notes accompanying the financial statements. 

Other Aspects 

7. The present independent auditor’s report is exclusively addressed to the members of the Fund’s Board, as a body. Our audit has 
been undertaken so that we may report to the Fund’s Board the aspects that we are required to state to them in a financial audit 
report and for no other purpose. To the extent permitted by law, we do not accept and we do not assume responsibility to other than 
the Fund and the members of its Board, as a body, for our audit, for the report on the financial statements, for the conformity report 
and for the opinion we have formed.

8. The accompanying financial statements are not intended to present financial position, results of operations and a full set of notes 
to the financial statements in conformity with accounting rules and principles accepted in countries and jurisdictions other than 
Romania. That is why the accompanying financial statements are not prepared to be used by entities that are not familiar with 
accounting and legal regulations in Romania, including Order no. 27/2011 of the Chairman of the National Bank of Romania’s 
Board.

9. The Bank Deposit Guarantee Fund’s financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2011 were audited by another auditor 
who expressed an unmodified opinion on those statements on March 19, 2012.

Report on the Conformity of the Management’s Report with the Financial Statements

In line with Order no. 27/2011, article 210, item (1) e, of the Chairman of the National Bank of Romania’s Board, we have read the 
management’s report attached to the financial statements and numbered from page 1 to page 7. The management’s report is not an 
integral part of the financial statements. In the management’s report we have not identified financial information significantly non-
compliant with the information presented in the accompanying financial statements.

For and on behalf of KPMG Audit SRL 

Registered with the Chamber of     Registered with the Chamber of
Financial Auditors of Romania     Financial Auditors of Romania 
Certificate no. 2368/22.01.2008     Certificate no. 9/2001

Bucharest, April 12, 2013
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BALANCE SHEET 
as at December 31, 2012

- RON -

Indicator Position 
Code Note December 31, 

2011
December 31, 

2012

A B 1 2

Cash in hand 010 2 16,968 7,004

Claims over credit institutions 020 3 1,182,424,860 1,270,642,432

• sight claims 023 115,572 1,268,634

• other claims 026 1,182,309,288 1,269,373,798

Public instruments, bonds and other fixed-income 
securities 040 1,099,214,862 1,672,798,927

•  issued by public bodies 043 4 1,099,214,862 1,672,798,927

Intangible assets 050 5 36,788 45,115

Tangible assets 060 5 323,110 276,069

Other assets 070 6 130,946 138,598

Prepaid expenses and committed income 080 7 47,686,742 35,440,611

Total assets 090 2,329,834,276 2,979,348,756

Other liabilities 330 8 470,900 692,449

The deposit guarantee fund and the compensation fund 
for prejudiced creditors 360 2,178,384,421 2,797,174,403

The deposit guarantee fund 361 2,128,375,028 2,695,394,000

The deposit guarantee fund consisting of credit 
institutions’ contributions 362 9 1,310,364,581 1,730,209,922

The deposit guarantee fund consisting of revenues from 
claim recoveries 363 11 65,714,286 65,714,286

The deposit guarantee fund consisting of revenues from 
investments of available financial resources 365 12 749,705,318 896,878,949

The deposit guarantee fund consisting of other revenues 
as set within the law 366 13 2,590,843 2,590,843

The bank resolution fund 367 10 50,009,393 101,780,403

Reserves 370 14 705,000 705,000

Result of the fiscal year – Profit 403 150,273,955 180,776,904

Total liabilities 420 2,329,834,276 2,979,348,756

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
for Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2012

- RON -

Indicator Position 
Code Note December 

31, 2011
December 
31, 2012

A B 1 2

Interest receivables and similar income, of 
which: 010 16a 161,491,824 192,505,253

• on public instruments, bonds and 
other fixed-income securities

015 72,374,249 96,360,827

Commissions 040 16b 54,041 57,056

Net profit or loss from financial operations 050 16c 433 -2,088

Other operating income 060 24,934 -

General administrative expenses 070 10,554,241 11,090,902

• Employee-related expenses, of which: 073 16d 8,359,140 8,896,918

• Salaries 074 6,698,984 7,106,318

• Social security costs, of which: 075 1,660,156 1,790,600

•  Pension-related expenses 076 1,101,361 1,149,276

• Other administrative expenses 077 16e 2,195,101 2,193,984

Adjustments to the book value of tangible 
and intangible assets 080 5 173,277 193,406

Other operating expenses 090 461,677 384,897

Result of current activity – Profit 143 150,273,955 180,776,904

Total income 180 161,517,191 192,503,165

Total expenses 190 11,243,236 11,726,261

Pre-tax result – Profit 203 150,273,955 180,776,904

Net result for the fiscal year  - Profit 223 150,273,955 180,776,904
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NOTES TO THE FGDB’S FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS - EXCERPTS 

 
1. Significant Accounting Methods and Policies

Here below are some of the main ac-
counting policies employed in preparing these 
financial statements.

a) Preparation and Presentation 
of Financial Statements

These financial statements were pre-
pared in accordance with the Accounting Law 
no. 82/1991, republished, with subsequent 
amendments and completions. 

The financial statements as at December 
31, 2011 were prepared according to the provi-
sions of Order no. 13/2008 of the Chairman of 
the National Bank of Romania’s Board on the 
approval of the accounting regulations com-
plying with European Union directives applica-
ble to credit institutions, non-banking financial 
institutions and the Bank Deposit Guarantee 
Fund, with subsequent amendments and 
completions. Starting 2012, financial state-
ments are prepared in line with the National 
Bank of Romania’s Order no. 27/2011. 

These financial statements were not pre-
pared to reflect the FGDB’s financial position 
and results according to accounting regula-
tions and policies accepted in countries and 
jurisdictions other than Romania. That is why, 
they are not intended for use by entities unfa-
miliar with accounting and legal regulations in 
Romania, including Order no. 27/2011 of the 
National Bank of Romania. 

e) Continuity of Activity

The present financial statements were 
prepared according to the principle of continu-
ity of business, which assumes that the FGDB 
will continue to operate in the foreseeable fu-
ture. To assess the applicability of this assump-
tion, the management has considered forecasts 
on future cash inflows.

f) Conversion of Transactions 
in Foreign Currencies

Transactions in foreign currencies are    
registered at the exchange rate published by 
the National Bank of Romania on the day of 
the respective deals. Foreign exchange gains 
or losses resulting from transactions in foreign 
currencies are included in revenues or expens-
es on the day the transaction was concluded, 
using that day’s exchange rate. Monetary as-
sets and liabilities denominated in a foreign cur-
rency are converted back to lei at the exchange 
rate on balance date, except assets denomi-
nated in foreign currencies recorded as finan-
cial assets which are converted back to lei at 
the exchange rate published the day those as-
sets were acquired. Forward foreign exchange 
transactions are converted at the forward ex-
change rate related to the time-lapse from the 
balance sheet date. The gain or loss resulting 
from the conversion of monetary assets and li-
abilities in foreign currencies is reported in the 
profit and loss account for the current year.

The official exchange rates for the major foreign currencies at the end of the reporting peri-
od were as follows:

Currency December 31, 2011 December 31, 2012 Variation

EUR 1: RON 4.3197 1: RON 4.4287 2.5%

USD 1: RON 3.3393 1: RON 3.3575 0.5%

CHF 1: RON 3.5528 1: RON 3.6681 3.2%

GBP 1: RON 5.1545 1: RON 5.4297 5.3%

g) Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents are reported in 
the balance sheet at cost.

i) Financial Assets

Investment securities are financial assets 
that provide fixed or determinable payments 
and have fixed maturities which the FGDB is 
firmly determined and has the possibility to 
hold until they mature. 

Securities can be classified as investment 
securities depending on:

• conditions and characteristics of the 
financial asset and

• the FGDB’s ability and actual intent to 
hold these instruments to maturity.

The decision on classifying securities as 
investment securities will ignore both future op-
portunities to make profit from the respective 
portfolio and bid prices from investors before 
maturity, since the intent is to hold the respec-
tive investment to maturity rather than to sell it, 
irrespective of fluctuations in value in the mar-
ket for such instruments.

A precondition for the classification as in-
vestment securities is the assessment of the 
FGDB’s intent and ability to hold those instru-
ments to maturity; this assessment should be 

made not only at the time of the initial acquisi-
tion but also at the end of each fiscal year.

If the institution’s intent or ability to hold 
investment securities to maturity changes and 
these instruments’ classification as investment 
securities is no longer suitable, they will be re-
classified as trading securities and will be as-
sessed in terms of this category.

In conditions in which the institution sold 
or reclassified investment securities of signifi-
cant values during the fiscal year to date or dur-
ing the previous two fiscal years it will not be 
able to classify any financial asset as invest-
ment securities (“the contamination rule”).

This interdiction no longer applies if the 
respective sale or reclassification:

•  is so close to the financial asset’s 
maturity date (for instance, less than 
three months to maturity) that the 
shifts in interest on the market cannot 
have any significant impact on the fair 
value of the financial asset;

• is made after the bulk of the principal 
of the financial asset was redeemed 
through periodical payments or early 
repayments; or it has to do with an 
isolated, nonrepetitive and difficult-to-
anticipate event.
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p) The Bank Deposit Guarantee 
Fund’s Specific Reserves

The FGDB’s reserves include: initial con-
tributions from credit institutions, annual contri-
butions from credit institutions, special contri-
butions and other reserves built from previous 
years’ profits.

The accounting functionality and report-
ing of these accounts are stipulated under 
Government Ordinance no. 39/1996 on the 
setting-up and operation of the Bank Deposit 
Guarantee Fund and Order no. 27/2011 of the 
National Bank of Romania, with subsequent 
amendments and completions, as follows:

I. Initial contribution 
It is the contribution each credit 
institution pays when it joins the 
FGDB’s bank deposit guarantee 
scheme. It is recorded the moment the 
respective credit institution receives its 
licence. 

II. Annual contribution 
The annual contribution is calculated 
and paid on a yearly basis by credit 
institutions and it is recorded on an 
accrual accounting basis. 

III. Special contributions 
They represent other contributions 
that credit institutions pay to the 
FGDB, in line with existing legislation, 
when its financial resources prove 
insufficient to cover compensation 
payouts.

IV. Claim recoveries 
They represent revenues from the 

recovery of the FGDB’s claims over 
failed commercial banks for the 
payouts made when these banks went 
into bankruptcy. 
 
Credit institutions’ contributions are 
non-refundable, including when a 
credit institution is judicially liquidated 
or dissolved. 

V. Funds consisting of other revenues 
These are other revenues, set 
according to Government Ordinance 
no. 39/1996 and Order no. 27/2011, 
representing donations, sponsorships, 
earnings from financial assistance 
services and other activities 
performed by the FGDB as liquidator 
of bankrupt banks, as well as other 
forms of income within the law. 

VI. Fund consisting of revenues from 
investments of available financial 
resources  
These reserves consist of the FGDB’s 
net profit. Under Government 
Ordinance no. 39/1996, the FGDB’s 
profit, which is the difference between 
its revenues and its expenditures, 
is tax free. With the approval of the 
FGDB’s Board, up to 1 percent of the 
profit goes to an annual profit-sharing 
fund, with the remainder being used to 
replenish FGDB’s resources intended 
to cover guaranteed deposits and 
provide financial resources for tangible 
and intangible investments, according 
to the revenues and expenditures 
budget approved by the National Bank 
of Romania.

The reserve account diminishes by:

• the FGDB’s effective payouts to 
the guaranteed depositors of failed 
banks;

• interest and installments on loans 
taken to pay out guaranteed 
compensations;

• commitment fee on stand-by loan 
agreements with credit institutions;

• according to provisions under 
Government Ordinance no. 
39/1996.

Consequently, the FGDB does not regis-
ter provisions for guaranteed depositors’ com-
pensation claims pending resolution or for po-
tential compensation claims that have not been 
notified.

q) Profit Tax 

The FGDB’s profit is tax exempt, accord-
ing to Government Ordinance no. 39/1996 with 
subsequent amendments and completions.

r) Provisions for Risks and Expenses

The risk and expense provisions are in-
tended to cover debts the nature of which is 
clearly defined and which, on balance date, are 
likely to be incurred or certain to be incurred, 
but are uncertain as to the amount or the date 
at which they will arise.

Risk and expense provisions are recog-
nised only when: 

• the FGDB has a present obligation 
stemming from a past event; 

• a cash outflow is likely to be needed to 
settle the respective obligation; and 

• the value of the obligation can be reliably 
estimated.

Provisions are not recognised for future op-
erating losses. Gains on asset disposal are not 
considered when estimating provisions. If some 
or all of the expenses needed to settle a provision 
is expected to be reimbursed by a third party, the 
reimbursement will be recognized only when it is 
certain to be received. Provisions are reviewed on 
each balance date and are adjusted to reflect the 
current best estimate. If it is no longer probable 
that an outflow of resources is required to settle 
an obligation, the provision should be reversed. 
Provisions will be used only for the purpose for 
which they were originally recognised.

The FGDB makes provisions for litigations 
on the basis of its Legal Department’s assess-
ment of the need for such provisions and of their 
levels to cover possible losses in litigations in 
which the FGDB is a defendant/civilly liable par-
ty in an action brought before a court of law with 
a money assessable claim.

t) Revenues from Interest

Revenues from interest are recognised in the 
profit and loss account on an accrual accounting 
basis for all interest-bearing financial instruments, 
when they are earned. Interest revenues also in-
clude revenues generated by the amortisation of 
the discount on the acquisition of assets at a low-
er value and the amount payable at maturity, as 
well as the premiums generated by debts made at 
a value higher than that payable at maturity.

u) Revenue Recognition 

The FDGB does not perform commer-
cial activities. Its revenues derive from inter-
est on financial investments. In the present 
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financial statements, revenues and expen-
ditures are presented at their gross value. 
Debts and claims from the same partners are 

presented in the balance sheet at their net val-
ue when a compensation right arises.

3. Claims over Credit Institutions

December 31, 2011
(RON)

December 31, 2012
(RON)

Current accounts 115,572 1,268,634

Term investments at banks 1,182,309,288 1,269,373,798

Total 1,182,424,860 1,270,642,432

4. Public instruments, bonds and other fixed-income securities

December 31, 2011 
(RON)

December 31, 2012
(RON)

Investment securities, of which: 838,382,122 1,647,469,351

• Investment securities 688,222,122 1,335,095,454

• Bonds  150,160,000 312,373,897

Attached claims – investment securities 20,122,295 25,329,576

Trading securities 240,290,034 –

Attached claims – trading securities 420,411 –

Total 1,099,214,862 1,672,798,927

9. Fund Consisting of Credit Institutions’ Contributions (cumulative amounts)

December 31, 2011 
(RON)

December 31, 2012 
(RON)

Initial contribution – 1% 6,472,230 6,472,230

Annual contribution (including 
increased contribution) 1,769,183,779 2,189,029,120

Special contribution 61,777,997 61,777,997

Credit line commission (14,825,698) (14,825,698)

Deposit compensations (512,243,727) (512,243,727)

Total 1,310,364,581 1,730,209,922

The initial contribution is paid within 30 
calendar days of the date the licence was is-
sued by the National Bank of Romania or – in 
the case of branches of credit institutions head-
quartered in other EU member states – of the 
date they joined the FGDB. In 2012, there were 
no initial contribution payments.

Each credit institution’s annual contribu-
tion is calculated according to the statements 
it sends to the FGDB. In 2012, the FGDB col-
lected 419,845,342 lei in annual contributions, 
which were calculated as 0.3 percent of the val-
ue of guaranteed deposits (2011: 0.3 percent). 
That annual contribution percentage is pro-
posed by the FGDB and approved by the Board 
of the National Bank of Romania.

If, upon FGDB request, the Board of the 
National Bank of Romania assesses that FGDB 
resources are insufficient to settle payment ob-
ligations, it can decide on a special contribu-
tion payable by each credit institution equal to 
up to the level of the annual contribution of the 
respective fiscal year. Credit institutions paid no 
special contributions in 2012.

The compensation is the amount the 
FGDB pays to each guaranteed depositor for 
deposits which are unavailable, no matter the 
number of deposits and within the guarantee 
ceiling. There were no compensation payouts 
in 2012.

10. Bank Resolution Fund 

December 31, 2012 (RON)

2011 annual fee 50,009,393

December 31, 2011 balance 50,009,393

2012 annual fee 50,157,211

2011 capitalised profit 1,613,799

Total 101,780,403

The bank resolution fund is intended to 
provide the financial resources needed to com-
pensate entities prejudiced by measures en-
dorsed and implemented during special admin-
istration procedures.

The bank resolution fund is administered 
by the Bank Deposit Guarantee Fund.

The annual fee is calculated by applying a 
percentage to the value of the non-guaranteed 
liabilities of each credit institution, Romanian 
legal person. In setting the percentage to be 
used when calculating the annual fee, the opti-
mum amount of financial resources in the bank 

resolution fund is considered and so is the tar-
geted appropriate level for each year. That per-
centage cannot exceed 0.1.

In 2012, annual fees going to the FGDB 
totalled 50,157,211 lei, for a percentage of 
0.0322 of non-guaranteed liabilities.

The 2011 profit amounting to 1,613,799 
RON resulting from investments of resources 
in the bank resolution fund was capitalised fol-
lowing a decision of the FGDB’s Board after the 
financial statements as at December 31, 2011 
were authorised.
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11. Fund Consisting of Revenues from Claim Recovery (cumulative amounts)

December 31,2011 
(RON)

December 31,2012 
(RON)

Recovered claims 174,489,241 174,489,241

Interest on bank loans – The National Bank of 
Romania (108,774,955) (108,774,955)

Total 65,714,286 65,714,286

Recovered claims are the amounts the FGDB collected from credit institutions as outstand-
ing annual contributions on the bankruptcy date and compensations payouts to depositors.

In 2012, no claims were recovered from bankrupt banks.

12. Fund Consisting of Revenues from Investments of Available Financial Resources

December 31,2011 
(RON)

December 31,2012 
(RON)

Fund consisting of revenues from investments of 
available financial resources – share of the profit 749,705,318 896,878,949

The amounts represent the FGDB’s cumulative profit resulting from the distribution of previous 
years’ profits.

13. Fund Consisting of Other Revenues, within the Law

December 31,2011 
(RON)

December 31,2012 
(RON)

The FGDB’s earnings from its activities as 
liquidator  2,590,843 2,590,843

15. Distribution of Profit

December 31, 2011 
(RON)

December 31, 2012 
(RON)

Result of current activity – profit, of which: 150,273,955 180,776,904

Profit from the guarantee fund resources 148,660,156 175,679,665

Profit from the bank resolution fund resources 1,613,799 5,097,239

Undistributed profit 150,273,955 180,776,904

The FGDB’s Board decided on the distribution of profit in the fiscal year ended December 
31, 2012. 

16. Information on Several Sub-Sections in the Profit and Loss Account

       a) Interest receivables and assimilated revenues

(RON) 2011 2012

Current accounts 79,744 219,997

Investments at banks 89,037,831 95,924,429

Fixed-income securities and other bonds 72,374,249 96,360,827

Total 161,491,824 192,505,253

b) Spending on commissions 

Spending on bank commissions in 2012 stood at RON 57,056 (2011: RON 54,041).

c) Profit or loss on financial operations

The FGDB ended 2012 with a net loss on financial operations of RON 2,08823 (2011: net 
profit of RON 433). 

d) Employee-related expenses

(RON) 2011 2012

Spending on salaries 6,698,984 7,106,318

Spending on social security and welfare, of 
which: 1,660,156 1,790,600

•  spending on pensions 1,101,361 1,149,276

Total 8,359,140 8,896,918

23 FGDB note: Exchange 
rate differences. 
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e) Other administrative expenses

(RON) 2011 2012

Telecommunications and data processing 84,803 121,350

Advertising 448,234 146,824

Business trips 120,377 165,834

Inventory materials and items 150,887 220,413

Maintenance and utilities 91,592 124,050

Audit, consultancy and other services 622,314 545,226

Freelance workers 599,155 709,580

Other administrative spending 77,739 160,707

Total 2,195,101 2,193,894

Spending on audit fees in 2012 totalled RON 30,360 (2011: RON 62,901).

19. Risk Management

a) Interest-related risk

The FGDB is exposed to the effects of 
fluctuations in market interest rates in point of 
financial position and treasury flows. Interest 
rate surges in the wake of such changes, but 

it may also slide and trigger losses when un-
expected shifts occur. The FGDB management 
periodically monitors its exposure to moves in 
interest rates.

b) Market risk

Given Romania’s developing econo-
my, there is a significant amount of uncer-
tainty over the possible direction of domestic 
economic policies. The FGDB management 

cannot anticipate the changes to take place 
in Romania, nor their possible impact on the 
FGDB’s financial position and on the results of 
its transactions.

c) Liquidity risk

The FGDB’s strategy focuses on main-
taining sufficiently liquid resources to be able

to settle its obligations at maturity and in this 
way to avoid losses.

-RON-

As at December 31, 2012 Up to 3
months

Between 3 
months and 

1 year 

Over 1 year 
and up to 5  

years
Total

Cash in hand 7,004 - - 7,004

Current bank accounts 1,268,634 - - 1,268,634

Claims over credit institutions - 587,879,601 681,494,197 1,269,373,798

Public instruments, bonds and other 
fixed-income securities - - 1,672,798,927 1,672,798,927

Other financial instruments - - 186,557,000 186,557,000

Other assets 138,598 - - 138,598 

Prepaid expenses and committed revenues 35,194 25,420,555 9,984,862 35,440,611

Total assets  1,449,430 613,300,156 2,550,834,986 3,165,584,572

Other liabilities 692,449 - - 692,449

The bank deposit guarantee fund 2,695,394,000 - - 2,695,394,000

The bank resolution fund 101,780,413 - - 101,780,413

Total liabilities 2,797,866,862 - - 2,797,866,862

Liquidity surplus/(needs) (2,796,417,432) 613,300,156 2,550,834,986 367,717,710

-RON-

As at December 31, 2011 Up to 3
months

Between 3 
months and 

1 year

Over 1 year 
and up to 5 

years
Total

Cash in hand 16,968 - - 16,968

Current bank accounts 115,572 - - 115,572

Claims over credit institutions 205,022,659 790,729,629 186,557,000 1,182,309,288

Public instruments, bonds and other 
fixed-income securities 240,710,445 - 858,504,417 1,099,214,862

Other financial instruments - - 186,557,000 186,557,000

Other assets 130,946 - - 130,946

Prepaid expenses and committed revenues 701,344 39,257,267 7,728,131 47,686,742

Total assets  446,697,934 829,986,896 1,239,346,548 2,516,031,378

Other liabilities 470,900 - - 470,900

The bank deposit guarantee fund  2,128,375,028 - - 2,128,375,028

The bank resolution fund 50,009,393 - - 50,009,393

Total liabilities 2,178,855,321 - - 2,178,855,321

Liquidity surplus/(needs) (1,732,157,387) 829,986,896 1,239,346,548 337,176,057
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d) Foreign exchange risk

The FGDB operates in a developing economy where the exchange rates of the major cur-
rencies (the euro, the US dollar, the Swiss franc) are unstable as shown by the fluctuations over 
the last few years of such currencies as the euro and the Swiss franc. Under these circum-            
stances, the value of net monetary assets denominated in RON might dwindle.

On December 31, 2012, the FGDB held in its bank current accounts denominated in EUR 
the equivalent of RON 4,409 (December 31, 2011: RON 6), in USD the equivalent of RON 6,022 
(December 31, 2011: RON 4,334) and in other foreign currencies the equivalent of RON 269 
(December 31, 2011: RON 163). The remaining monetary assets and liabilities are denominated 
in RON.

e) Credit risk

The FGDB’s main target in 2012 was to strengthen its operational and financial capacity to 
be able both to secure the necessary resources to cover possible compensation payouts and to 
fulfil its new financial stabilisation duties introduced under Government Ordinance no. 1/2012 for 
amendment and completion of normative acts on credit institutions.

In 2012, the FGDB continued to keep a sharp focus on the efficient investment of its availa-
ble financial resources, in conditions of higher liquidity and lower risk, in line with its 2012 expo-
sure strategy endorsed by the Board of the National Bank of Romania.

i. Investment securities, of which: As at December 31, 2012 
(RON)

Investment securities 1,344,539,678

Bonds 328,259,249 

Total 1,672,798,928 

ii. Bank deposits As at December 31, 2012 
(RON)

Total bank deposits and current accounts 1,270,642,432 

ANNEXES
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ANNEX 1 ANNEX 2

LIST OF FGDB-MEMBER CREDIT INSTITUTIONS AS AT 
DECEMBER 31, 2012 

1. Alpha Bank România - S.A.
2. ATE Bank România - S.A.
3. Banca Centrală Cooperatistă CREDITCOOP
4. Banca Comercială Carpatica - S.A.
5. Banca Comercială Feroviara - S.A.
6. Banca Comercială Intesa Sanpaolo România - S.A.
7. Banca Comercială Română - S.A.
8. Banca de Export - Import a României EXIMBANK - S.A.
9. Banca Millennium - S.A.

10. Banca Românească - S.A., member of the National Bank of Greece Group
11. Banca Transilvania - S.A.
12. Bancpost - S.A.
13. Bank Leumi România - S.A.
14. BCR Banca pentru Locuinţe - S.A.
15. BRD - Groupe Société Générale - S.A.
16. CEC Bank - S.A.
17. Crédit Agricole Bank România - S.A.
18. Credit Europe Bank (România) - S.A.
19. Garanti Bank - S.A.
20. Libra Internet Bank - S.A.
21. Marfin Bank (România) - S.A.
22. Nextebank - S.A.
23. OTP Bank România - S.A.
24. Piraeus Bank România - S.A.
25. Porsche Bank România - S.A.
26. ProCredit Bank - S.A.
27. Raiffeisen Banca pentru Locuinţe - S.A.
28. Raiffeisen Bank - S.A.
29. RBS Bank (România) - S.A.
30. Romanian International Bank - S.A.
31. UniCredit Ţiriac Bank - S.A.
32. Volksbank România - S.A.

DEPOSITS WITH FGDB-MEMBER CREDIT 
INSTITUTIONS AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2012

No. Indicator Dec. 31, 20111 Dec. 31, 
2012 Difference

0 1 2 3 4 = 3 - 2 5 = 4 / 2 (%)

1. Number of deposit holders – total, of which: 15,648,229 15,500,121 -148,108 -0.9

•  natural persons 14,695,955 14,540,212 -155,743 -1.1

•  legal persons 952,274 959,909 7,635 0.8

2. Number of guaranteed deposit holders – total, of 
which: 15,613,508 15,448,237 -165,271 -1.1

•  natural persons 14,694,367 14,528,322 -166,045 -1.1

• legal persons 919,141 919,915 774 0.1

3. Total deposits (million lei), of which: 287,630.3 289,326.6 1,696.3 0.6

• in lei 154,854.4 150,482.3 -4,372.1 -2.8

• in foreign currencies (leu equivalent) 132,775.9 138,844.3 6,068.4 4.6

4.
Total guaranteed deposits (million lei), of which: 140,296.4 148,899.0 8,602.6 6.1

% of total deposits 48.8 51.5

• in lei 91,265.0 92,716.0 1,451.0 1.6

• in foreign currencies (leu equivalent) 49,031.5 56,183.0 7,151.5 14.6

5.
Value of natural persons’ guaranteed deposits 
(million lei), of which: 106,531.4 114,996.6 8,465.2 7.9

% of total guaranteed deposits 75.9 77.2

• in lei 66,255.3 68,451.7 2,196.4 3.3

• in foreign currencies (leu equivalent) 40,276.1 46,544.9 6,268.8 15.6

6.
Value of legal persons’ guaranteed deposits (million 
lei), of which: 33,765.0 33,902.4 137.4 0.4

% of total guaranteed deposits 24.1 22.8

• in lei 25,009.7 24,264.4 -745.3 -3.0

• in foreign currencies (leu equivalent) 8,755.4 9,638.1 882.7 10.1

7.
Total non-guaranteed deposits (million lei), of which: 147,333.9 140,427.6 -6,906.3 -4.7

% of total deposits 51.2 48.5

• in lei 63,589.4 57,766.3 -5,823.1 -9.2

• in foreign currencies (leu equivalent) 83,744.4 82,661.3 -1,083.1 -1.3

1 Final data updated after a verification of the calculation basis for contributions owed by credit institutions in 2012.




